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New Series No. 1091

YOUR PROGRESSIVE HOME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

STOPS AT EXPIRATION DA'.
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FACTORY IN 'MURRAY
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i
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daye
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i
n
1 945
LOCATES

Rites Held
25 Leave For
Japan
Lists
Okinawa
W. Zelna Carter Elected InLastMemphis
For
Pre-Inductiiiit
Former Murrayan
As "Isolated Island"
Supt. of City High Schools

Announcement Made Last
onday at Court House

Twenty-five men. including five
transfers, left for pre-induction exClay Beale, 72. died Thursday
aminations Wednesday morning,
•
night, May 31, in Memphis. Tenn..
June 6, from the local draft board,
at the Baptist Hospital. Mr..Beale,
Mrs. Mary Neale, chief clerk, anformerly of Murray, had been -in
nounced yesterday.
poor health for almost a year, but
The men are:
had been in 'the hospital only for
Charles Houston Blalock
the last three days.
Freeman Turner (Hasa
Japanese
admitted
toda
American
invaders
have
Funeral services were held in
Jack Beale Kennedy
Memphis Saturday. June 2, Mrs_ reduced—Okinawa to an "isola d - island" and warned an
Alfred Ilugh Murdock
Jack Kennedy, Mr. I3eale's half- invasion of Japan was "immi ent."
Billy Joe Rogers
W. Z. Carter was elected superbn.
The
virtual
admission
filet
Okinawa
sister,
was
attended
the
services
from
lost
came
• Louts Hawley Lee
fendent of Murray City Schools al
Murray__
.an.
-en
unexplained AlnericastAllent;e indicated a iioeeittle
Arlen- Polk Tyler
-a- meeting of the board of educa••
Mr. Beale was born near Elan •mld of the campaign and the semi-official Doraei news
The Tappan Stove Manufacturing
Carl Wayne Hodges
tion Thursday night. May 31. H•
Grove and spent much of his early Itgency claimed "fierce fightteg" raged
Company will locate a factory in
Chesley ('oared Fairris Jr.
succeeds W. J. Caplinger who re-between the
life in this county. When he died,
Murray, according to information
James Floyd Cunningham
signed because of ill health. Mr
U S. Tenth Army and Japanese "firmly entrenched in
he had been living in Memphis
received by the Chamber of ComMilton Lee Lassiter
Carter will assume duties July 1
new
rositions."
almost 25 years and was connected
merce -Monday-- -. This •news was
Romual Paul Giles
"Jimmie"
.
. as he is popularly
Admiral Chester W. Nimitz,
with a wholesale firm. He is surgiven to the business men of MurTrellis Parker MeCuiston
known here, is one of the outstandhis
daily
communique,
failed
even
force
was
reported by the Japanese'
vived by his wife and two sons.
ray and member of the Chamber
Edward Owen Carlton
ing men of this county. He was
to mention ground action on the to include 100 tanks and "400 to
of Commerce at a called meeting
Cleatus Franklin Nallne.X.,
born • in the Harris Grove comisland, reporting only United States WO infantry reinforcements" .,
in the court 'noose Monday afterJoseph Junior Hargis
munity and is the son of John Carair strikes into .Japanese home
Nimitz told of American bomber
noon at .5 O'clock "wher1"181gY'll.
Harry Louis Russell
ter and the late Dora Denham Carwaters.
strikes, part of the
tightening
ow Hurt. executive secretary of the
Joe Pat James
ter, both natives of this county.
Such news blackouts In the past blockade of Japanese shipping:
Chamber of Commerce; and Mayor
Wayne Albert Stone
He taught school in Callowa.
often have preceded
announce- Pirivateers of Fleet Air Wing One
George Hart explained the news
Transfers:
county and was principal of Kevii
ment of developments of major leepluded a large oiler, sank three
and reviewed the facts concerned
Joe Garnet Loafman
_
schools-fug one term. Importance, such as conclusions of cargo ships and damaged a small
with the project that has been
James Rudolph Futrell
Grover -C. Andrus, 53 years of
Mr. Carter is well qualified for
campaigns or the launching of freighter in vital waters between
under consideration for the past
Noble Loving
age.
died
at
the
Keys-Houston
his new position- He attended
new invasions.
Asia and Japan.
The business
'month.
__
John Mark Pinkleton
Clinic at .3:30 Tuesday morning
Western State 'College two YearsJapaks invasion eensciousness
Aerial harassment of shipping in
plauded heartily after .the anChesley Robert Wilson
after
•a
14-day
illness,
Sgt. Winiaas L. &wards. 28
and, graduated from Murray -State
was sKarpened further by a plea these lanes has forced the Japanouncement.
He was a member of the F. & A.
W. Z. CARTER
years old, son of Mr. and Mrs. Thad,
College in 1930. He was city let-.
for Its citizens to emulate the nese to use a longer route north
A paragraph from a letter writM Cuba Lodge.
Edwards. 4391 Sixth street, Ecorse,
ter carrier in Murray while he atChildren Of Aka Jima, who died in through
Manchuria
to
supply
ten by W. R. Tappan to Max B.
Funeral services were conductMich.. was reported to have died
He received his
hand grenade "banter charges forces -on- the mainland. Only in
-tended college
Hurt executive secretary of tfie
ed at Beach Grove Wednesday
of wounds on March 2 that he reagainst American troops, and by dancnetiesind poor weather do the
A.M. degree in city school adminChamber of Commerce, reads as
afternoon with the Eld. L. F. Pogue
ceived the same day: The teleradio Tokyo's claim the Japanese Japanese now send traffic between
istrant-en from the University of
follows:
officiating.
*ram stating the above facts was
mainland has been converted into Korea and Japan.
Chicago. He served as post office
"After completing our survey of
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
sent
to
his
parents
and
received
"an impregnable fortress
clerk while in Chicago. He was
several communities and followLectu Andrus, Route 1, FarmingMarch
28
post office inspecyor and served
A -new kind of -underground
ing consultation here in Manston, and-his mother. Mrs. J L AnSgt Edwards is a native of this
warfare now being prepared by
three years in the Kansas City Difield, we have concluded
that
drus; a daughter, Miss Alta Fay
county
and
attended
school
at
vision.
He has been connected
the Japanese is so different from
Murray, is the most favorable locaAndrus; sistets, Mrs. Pearl Colley,
New
Concord.
He
was.
drafted
anything used in Europe it will
with the Murray Post Office for the
tion that we have investigated."
St. Louis, Mrs. Boyd- Aydelott, Defrom Ecorse, Mich., June 19, 1941.
past few years. and has been active
mark a new epoch in military hisThjs letter, was confirmed by
troit, Mrs. Open Cook. Taft, Calif..
He
had
been
overseas
19
months.
tory". Tokyo laid.
In community and church work. He
telephone conversations -on ..,MonMrs. C. C. Roster, Clinton. Okla.,
Before
going
into
service,
he
was
According to information re"The powerful Tokyo newspaper
is a member of Phi D,Ita Kappa.
day with Mr. Hurt and George
Mrs. C. A. Singleton, Cottage
employed by Kurd 'Motor ComYomiuri Hochi saw developments ceived at this office. Mr. and Mr,
Since Pearl Harbor he has been
Hart, expressing full intetation of
Grove, Tenn.; brothers, J. H.,
pany.
en Okinawa and the recently in- Otto Parks have been notified of
county •War 'Bond chairman and
immediately taking steps to get
Stanley, H. D., J. W. and Carl B.
Sgt Edwards had been awarded
tensified enemy air raids on Japa- the death their son. Pvt. Daryl
has been chairman of the county
plant in operation at
the
Andrus.
the Bronze Star for special contrt- Ike
He is
Red Cross for six years
nese cities &is „unquestionably sle-Alas.
earliest posible date.
hleianks-iine ás esusi9an8. ..1/I4108
1,,Parts ens .svensidetli t-Isve,
superinteesdent of he &rat
et • •allivet- Invader it
eoi•••••••asea,
Cosepsay Marys Property
married to the former Miss uTia
on February 25, and his
tempt against the Japanese hometian .Chureti Sunday School; presThe company will purchase. from
Coleman. who resides with her
death
was a result of these
land."
ident of the Lions Club and has
parents, Mr and Mrs. Frank Cole- the city the recently acquired land
.
He was inducted into
"It is high time the entire nation wounds
during .his, office increase i the
lying between Second street and
man,
New Concord.
the
Marines
burned its bridges and made the
five years ago and,
club membership about 50 per
the railroad and the Douglas High
spent
three years in service in the
fullest preparations for this immicent.
School and Main street. consisting
nent developtnent. whose outcome Canal Zone, and had been in the
He is active in the Masonic
of approximately seven acres. FacCecil Holland. a .native of Callo- will decide the rise or fall of our Pacific for more than a year.
Lodge. having served as master of
tory buildings will be erected on
way
county
and
a
'Prominent
farcountry for centuries to come",
the local lodge and was master of
the grounds and plans are includmer and dairyman who has served said a broadcast version of Yomithe Grand Lodge of the state of
ed in the set-up for a foundry.
for the past four years as Magis- uri's editorial.
Kentucky from 1943 to 1944.
According to reports in this of- Negotiations are in process for
trate of the Murray Magisterial
Domei acknowledged the JapaHe reticles in Murray. Mrs. Car`lice this week Hall Hood has the taking title to the land. I Construe:
W. .1. CAPLINGER
District, this week announces that nese were meeting "numerically
The Rev. B. B. Sawyer. pastor of fever to run for county judge. We tion of the buildings will get unter was formerly Miss Martha
he' is a candidate for reelection.
superior" American forces on OkiJ. D. Wrather. pioneer Texas the First Baptist Church will con- have been reliably informed that der way at the
Stevenson And is also active in
earliest date apMr. Holland resides north of nawa and reported the landing of oilman who was born in Calloway'
education, having graduated from
duct the annual revival for the he is seriously surveying the field. provel by the War -Production
Marines
on
Oroku
Murray
about
three
peninsula,
becounty
at
and
Coldwater,
Murray State and has taught in
one-half
died in a
Whether or not he will be candi- Board. Construction of the first
low Naha, which Admiral Nimitz hosnital at Dallas, Tex, Thursday, church and will give his opening
miles.
the high school a number of .lears
date remainsio be told.later. Hall building will call .for 'ant expendisermon
Sunday.
June
10.
disclosed
Accerdyesterday. The landing May 17. He was buried at Dallas.
ago, and taught in FaxOn Hign
has served ai county attorney and ture of well over $200.000. The
He is survived by his wife; ing to representatives 91 the is a practicing lawyer here.
School last term. They have two
company will pay for the land and
two sons, Capt. John Devereaux church, the church • was of the
children. Miss Carolyn and John
W. M. Caudill. member of the
buildings.
Wrather% Jr., ad J. E. Wrather;
-011ege
Mack Carter.
Miss Carter Is a faculty at Murray Stale—C
iiirenimods Opinion that they could
Employ Several Hundred M▪en
three brothers. Frank Wrather,
senior in Murray High. and John since its establishment in 1923, has
The factory will employ some
J. R. Wrather, and T. B. Wrather: find none better than their own
Ginath Owen well known resiMack is a sophomore in college announced he had accepted the itp400 or more persons.. this being 4 three sisters. Mrs. A. A. Williams, pastor to conduct this meeting, and
r,here.
pointment as president of Camp- dent of Murray and bookkeeper
conservative estimate, with the
Mrs. W. H.- Carwile. and Mrs. Fred called him unanimously.
for . Farris
Mr. Carter will leave this week bellsville -Junior College.
Tobacco . Co
was
high percentage of labor being
Reverend Sawyer came to the
Hub Murrell for 50 years a resi- Ingram: and Rye grandchildren.
A graduate of Eastern State brought tee the Mason Hospital on
to enter Chicago University where
done by men, -In due time a perpastorate of • the First Baptist
he will take a refresher course in College. Caudill also has attended Monday after being treated at the dent of Murray and who for the
sonnet man will be selected by the Church August I of last year.
city school administration and Will Peabody College and the Universi- I. C. Hospital. Paducah. by Dr. past four years has served as judge
company
and
prospective
emDuring
this
period
there
have
of
the
City
of
Murray
this
week
ty
Chicago.
He.
is
'a
,native
of
of
Reynolds,
eye
work on his doctor's degree. He
specialist; for in ployees
will be carefully chosen.
additions
been
140
tee
the
announces
church:
that
he
is
a
candidate
will resign from his position at the Knott county, • 'Kentucky, a n d juries he received while at work
Officials
of the plant expect-to
the budget' has increased 37us per
for re-election.
4 post office July I.
taught in the rural schools of Knott last Thursday.
use local and native labor. A little
cent Sunday School attendance
Mr. Murrell was for 25 „years
Reports here were that Owen
W. J. Caplinger. superintendent and Floyd counties.
betti than prevailing wages for
has increased more than 25 per
Later he served as high school was standing some distance from connected with the Murray Conof the City Sch«ils for the
this section for similar work may
cent; and the entire life of the
sumers Coal and Ice Company and
principal at Cross Plains, Tenn.4, worke-r who was drivieg
years, resigned his office
rellscitiably be expected, was Mr.
clitirch-e has experienced a great
day. May 21, because of ill health, and at Hazel and Olmstead. Ky. into tobacco hogsheads and a nail hat a wide circle of friends among
Hurt's opinion, and he added, it
forward movement.
Mr. Caplinger is well known and He taught at Bowling Green, Ky., glanced from the hammer hitting both old and young. He is maris estimated that this -factory will
The membership of the ehurch
has successfully managed the city high school and served five years him in the eye and penetrated ried and he and his wife and son,
Rut an averege of $2000 of outside •
takes pride in inviting the public
schools that include the Murray as' superintendent -of schools at I the bell to a depth that he could H. D. Mutrell,'reside on South
money int.) Murray every day.
to hear their pastor in this revival
Fourth street.
•
not remove the nail,
High School and the Douglas Col- Prestonsburg.
meeting. Services will be conCestpasty Ist
Murray
-Is married and he and
He was rushed to a local doctor
4Ciapflaued on Page 21
ducted at 10 a m. and 8 p.m.
Since April 4, negotiations and
Mrs. Caudill 'have, one daughter. Who 'removed the nail before he
Professor Inman Johnson, pro.exchange of information have been
Billie Jo. a junior at Murray.
was carried to Paducah.
fessor of Sacred Music at the
geeing on between officials of the
— —
—
Southern Baptist Theological Semcompany and-. the Chamber of
inary will .direct the singing.
Commerce. A number of the ofW. A. Patterson-a native a CD
ficials and key employees of the
loway -county and a resident
Mansfield factory
have
visitedConcord, has this week announce
Murray.- and last week. prespective
as a candidate for magistrate ,
Murray Softball League plans
4
Pfc, Alfred Duncan who was at key empldyees of the new plant at
the Concord District.
to open play here Thursday night,
one time reported missing in ac- Murray brought with them their
Mr Patterson has served as Mae
June 14. according to Preston Holtion ,and later located in a Ger- families to look over the prospects
istrate for three terms and was .
land, supervisor of the City Park
man prison camp, is at home for a of a home, Officials of the Cham.(,ne time sheriff of Calloway cow
recreational activities.
e Continued on Page,2)
In a meeting held at the new 05-day furlough after -'six months
ty. He has always been interest
To date, only three teams have
Prentice Lassiter, county school ningham.
Kentucky Lake park site, Max over sea service and 28 days as a
ed in the betterment of the con:
• been named, however, the fourth
superintendent, has announced the
LYNN GROVE-Huron Jeffrey, munity. He has been actively enHurt, A. G. Gibson. and George prisoner.
team will be named by this weeklist of teachers elected to serve in principal;; Mrs. Huron Jeffrey. gaged in farming and saw mill
of Mr. and Hart conferred with TVA and state
Pfc. Duncan was a visitor in the
Pfc, A. C. 0,
end. Jaycees, Navy and Melugin
this county the coming year. 'Me Raymond Story, Mrs Edd Dowell, business for a 'number of years.
L. de T. 'office Tuesday. briefly he
Mrs. Clayton Orr, Hazel, is on his park officials Tuesday, June 5.
Oilers are the teams organized at-i
list follows:
Mrs. E. B. Howtoa. Mrs. Mavis McRussell Dycke, director of state told of his capture how when first
Mr Patterson has one son serv- way home, according to informapresent.
Milton
WaLston
Miss Cormish, Mrs. Celia Crawford, Mrs. ing over seas.
Seth .Cooper, resident of 103
tion received
by his wife, Mrs. parks, and Harold Browning, state taken he was given cake and cofCandidates for adult teams must! ALMOMyrtle Chapman. Mrs, Beurdean Anti Woods.
of
conservation, fee but after that how he marched South Twelfth Street. and WellErnestine Radford Orr, who went commissioner
file their names by or on MonKIRKSEY-J. H. Walston, printo New York recently and found visited the new park site for a for days'with no food save six raw known in this county, has anday. June 11. by 5 pm. Ti) register Wrather. Mrs. Estelle McDougal.
cipal. Mrs. J. H. Walston, John
that her husband had been released conference with officials of the potatoes and a piece of bread. He nounced in this week's paper as
ter play, call City Park, telephone Mrs. Mary Smith.
FAXON- Mrs. Marion Richard- Brinn. Miss Halleen Smith. Mrs,
from a -German prison camp and Tennessee Valley Authority, which stated he lost 25 pounds While a candidate for jailer, subject to
175, any day after 2:30 pert until
was on board ship on the ocean. turned over 1,200 acres of land on r a prisoner; he told also of•what a the August Democratic primary.
Monday. A meeting will prob- son, Mrs. Lorene McCage, Mrs, Emma Darnell, Mrs. Harold WatMr. Cooper said in an interview
Pfc. Orr is 26 years old and was the lake at the western approaches joy it was when the G.I.'s came
The,funeral for Gerald A. Ford.
ably be held Monday evening to Rubye Roberts, Mrs Purdom Lassi- son, Mrs. Lillie Farris.
in this 'office Wednesday night
NEW CONCORD-Edward Curd, brother of Mrs. Charlie Grogan, taken prisoner September 6, .1944. to the Eggner's Ferry bridge to the and liberated them.
draw players, select directors, a ter, Mrs, Dorothy McNabb, Mrs.
Pfc. Duncan, son of Mr. and Mrs. that he had 12, years experience in
principal; Mrs. Edward Curd, Miss Murray, was scheduled to have He *as in. the Infantry. He was state for a park. The, TVA ofpresident and other matters to be Dove Anna McNabb.
HAZEL--Buford Hurt, principal; Celia Miller, Mrs. Lourelle Forrest. been ',plc) at Paducah Wednesday drafted from Henry county in IVITey. ficials they conferred with were Freeman Duncan, served with the' this county that' qualified him for
considered.
The boys junior league will open Mrs. Estelle Erwin, Mrs. Martha Mrs, June Wilson. Mrs. Laura Jen- afternoon, .June 5. Ford died -at 1942. Before going into service he 0. H. Graves and G. Herbert Bar- 12th Armored Division of the this office. He has been constable Any boy Ellis. Mrs. Geraldine Myers. Mrs. nings, Mrs. Dan Hart, Mrs. Estelle West Pain) Beach, Fla., from in- 'was 'employed 'at M. LivIngston's ker, of the regional studies dl- 7, Army. He received medals of the ConcOrat.dikrict" 'four years
play Friday. June 15
viaioñ, Malcolm G. Little, manager for expert rifle and sub macfline - and is wooed constable of Murjuries received when he fell from as shipping clerk in Paris. Tenn.
Wishing to play in the league an4 Louise Jones. Miss Modest Bran- Spiceland.
COLDWATER-Mrs. Annie Hop- a window of his fifth-floor hotel
No details were learned about of .TVA properties in the Ken- gun firing. He also wears the ray. He served as extra on the city
has not' yet registered must clo. so don, Mrs. Frances Pinkley, Mrs,
room. The death was ,termed ac- Pfc. Orr's experience in prison, tucky Dam reservoir, and R. H. President's cit'atiOn ribbon and the Police lore,' in 1940 and 1941. and
by SatUrday morning at 11 o'clock. Carman Parks, Mrs. Lonnie Ray- kins. Mrs. Lucille Potts.
European Theater ribbon, with two has been employed in the sherifF#
but'it is presumed that he will Douglas of Mr. Lithe's office.
OUTLAND--Mrs. Estelle Ont. cidental.
the draw- burn, Mies Anne Walker.
Mr. Holland will conduct.
•
The group were fed ,Fand given stars for participation in *Major office. NEW PROVIDENCE--Mrs. Free- land, Mrs_ Hope Fox.
Food was a salesman for a com- be 'at home before long.
•
ings for the junior leage promptly
He- is the son of the late Mr. and
man Harris,
INDEPENDENCE - Mrs. Lela pany at siymour; Ind. He' is surA message received by Pfc. Orr's boat-rides as guests of. the Hig- battles.
at 11 o'clock Saturday morning.
Pfc. Duncan is marrieed to the Mrs, Newt Cooper. and was born
vived by his wife, Mrs. .Lucille parents at press tine stated that gins Beat Company, which has
Schedules of play will be re- • BROOKS CHAPEL -.Mrs, Toy Watson. •
VLEA$A-NT HILL-Pauline Rat- Fovcd. Paducah, and a eon in the he was In the states and 'would get started- the operation of a public former Miss Lunette Hale; daugh- in Trigg ceurrty: He is 48 years
leased early next week. Holland Jones.
ter of Mr.. and -Mrs. M. E: Hale. old.
boat dock at the park site.,
home soon.
Army,
PALESTINE-Miss Pauline Cun- liff, colored,
said •

W.J. Caplinger
Resigns Because
Of 111 Health

Joaneserold Jnvasiz of Homeland
Immineni; News Blackout from Yanks

New Superintendent I

Sgt. W.L. Edwards Business Men
Applaud at News;
Gave His Life
400 Men to Work-$2000.00 Daily

Grover C. Andrus
Dies Tuesday At
Clinic Hospital

1

Revival-Meeting Of
First Baptist Church
Opens Sunday, 10th

Retiring Leader

Daryl Parks Dies of
Wounds Received
In Iwo Jijna

1

Cecil Holland Asks
Reelection to MurraS,
Magisterial District

Hall Hood Has
Judgeship Fever!

J. D. Wrather
Dies In Dallas, Tex.

W.M. Caudill Quits
Murray To Head
Junior College

Ginath Owen Suffers
Eye Injury Thursday Hub Murrell_ Is
Candidate for
Reelection As, Judge

•

Pfc. Alfred Duncan
Home On Furlough

Pfc. arr Back In
States from Germany

•

Local Softball League
Plans To Open
Thursday, June 14

•

W. A. Patterson In
Magisterial Race

Calloway Rural Teachers
Announced By Lassiter

Local Men Attend
Park Conference at
Kentucky Lake

Seth Cooper. Enters
Race -For Jailer

G. A. Ford Funeral
He10 at Paducah
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PAGK TWO

THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
THURSDAY, JUNE 7, 1945
-- explained at the court house meet- Materials of War -It has been
from the Army Air Forces and left
din. Miss Jackson's other brother
Hazel Cannery
ang Monday that • some six to a awarded the Army and Navy ktWednesday. June 6. to report to'
Toy and Paul. Jackson were calldozen key people will conic from ticirrrcy award for the years of
home. Toy as in' camp in
a
-----. Han Johnaton. radio techniciatt Camp Atterbury. Ind.
Minefield tu make their homes in I. '44. and 45 Tappan has
Ryan,' who has been in the AAF
1 Florida. He returned from over,Cantinued from Page Ii
- iContinued front Paireee1j . ,
third class. is on Okinawa as al
cooperate
in
must
We
Murray
conand
Army
Navy
some
40
had`
• _
seas several weeks ago. Paul as.
radio ;aid radar technician. Hots for almost a year, will be sent to
- a
,
s_„
.a.j
,a4_ee..e have atsnea the securing hainangefug_these people flt:acts and has been cummencied
kce „t._s
ereel__,Icketga___Lai a rim-atter_ e
Kea
e_iler Fie14...., Miss.. obaut Jane
1-end
--safe.
our
thecrialaippy
in
ihorouahnerai-aa
ina-eliniP intali Officials. far
Wig- Cannery
factory in Mansfield. Ohio and the arifi mating
15 to begin his Iraininge
Years he 11172 superintendent of the
Mrs. .Joe Jarvis and daughter
minuet exchange of assoeiation* town. They will expect .to train promptness in meeting all demands. Training School, but for the pint
/ Ryan has just received a BA de- operated by the .school this year, came in last Saturday from a sea.
AZEL SOLDIER
has led to a high respect for the our own people to work and no Tappan engineers de-signed and two years has confined his work
glee from Murray State College. due to the feet that the War Pro- eral months' visit with her moth.
RELEASED
ROM ENGLISH
Training Program has
Tappan Si ire _Citrnpaii! tai the influx .of eforreenere" Is expected- built a compleec airplane refuel- to the schools-of Murray.
While in college. lie was ausiness
er-in-law at Pineville. Mrs. Jar.
HOSPITAL: BACK TO DU rY
eattzens and a fev- or desiredeby the company or the ing system for advanced air bases. , Mira-Caplinger- was an instructor
Muraynt
manager Of the College- News. ceased. It will operate under the vis and daughter will spend the '
supervision
home
of
Over a million ,d these containers
the
ecoer:Able- iniareasiou upon the Maris• town.
member
of
'Who's Who Among
WITH THE 833RD CONVALESon, the College aseulty for the
summer with her parents, Mr.
field i.1 it tals toward tin' people Hod Ilt•tor cf Tappan Stave Co. have been built by Tappan.
College and University Students" nomics teacher. Mrs. Estelle Er- and Mrs, DeWitt Wilkins.
teacher training department. dur- CENT CAaIP IN EalalLAND
built
delivered
Tappan
win.
and
to
with
assistmeee,
the
the
.
of
Mar,
of
Stove ManufacturI.,4•14termill Pliny A. Win-. In 1944745, and outstanding senior
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Murray. has been sick fqr over a
Small
Allan
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Mrs. Hilda Ellis, Providence. and
claims the commission for the two
Mrs. J.. T. Hendon, Mrs. Car! - Mr, arid_ Mrs. Fred Clark and Kansas City Mo., announce
the
month at her home in •bouisville.- Murray this week on business. her daughter, Jackie.'are spending - Gardner and daughter, Carolyn, of daughter, Carole, of Chicago," are
years remaining on the contract
Mrs. Tolley Cole, Detroit, and
Mr..and Mrs. J. E. Litgeton were
Five conferrers and seven direc- would have amounted to $5.000.
the summer in Hazel. Jackie en- Long Beach. Calif., left for their visiting in the county this week. birth of a son. Mark Allan, On
son. Sgt. Leroy Denham are visitMrs.
in St. Louis this week.
pounds.
1-2
Young
the
tors are attending
tered the Training School Monday. home Tuesday following a visit with Mr. Clark is physical 'education May 29, weight 8
Both firms have been dissolved
Mrs. Humphreys Key, Miss Effie ing her father. W. B. Scruggs, and
Small was before her marriage Miss Peoples Intermediate Conference
Miss Jane Sexton, head of the the former's parents. Mr. and Mrs. teacher in the Edmund Park schools
manageDirs. Scruggs and her sister, Mrs
daughter of Mi. at Kuttawa this week 'from the and continued under new
Guthrie,
Charlotte
at Bethel Col- Lowry Underwood, Mr. and Mrs. and is also director of the summer
ment since the contract was made
Edwards, of Hazel. Sergeant Den- Music Department
Guthrie of De- Murray First Christian Church.
More Comfort Wearing
Howard
Mrs.
and
Tenn., is 'pending Carnie Hendon and other relatives. recreational program.
the suit stated. H. J. Fenton. G.
ham has completed 36 missioia in lege, McKenzie,
troit. but formerly of Murray. Mrs.
The conferrees are Clegg Austhe summer with her parents, Mr. Lt. Warren Rosier of San Antonio.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Curd and Small is a grand-daughter of Mr tin, Jacqueline Wear, 0. B. Boone, W. James ded Louis Rubel were
Germany with the 8th Air PullEe.
Sexton.
Texas, was a guest last week of John McDermott of Holly Springs, and Mrs. Otis Harrison and they Jr.. Joyce Russell. and Jean Corn. named as defendants.
Ann Ashmore of Owensboro ar- and Mrs. J. D.
Here Is • pleasant way to overcome rived today to spend a week with . Mrs. Carl Ferrara and son. Carl. Mr. and Mrs. Hendon. Lieutenant Mks.. have returned to their home are very proud of this new. great The directors from Murray are
loose plate discomfort. FASTESTIL as
are visiting Officer Candidate Carl Rosier has recently been' released after a visit with Mrs. Curd's pa- grand child.
ASSESSMENT $7,618,839
Improved powder, sprinkled on uee•r her cousin. Betsy- Howton.
Mrs. John. Reeves. .Curtis Hughes,
and lower plates holds them fIrm•r atl
rents Mr. and Mrs. W. A. McKee'.
from a German prison camp.
Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Mellen have Ferrara at Fort Beuning, G.
Miss Anne Dickinson of Trenton, Mrs. A. B. Austin. Mr. and Mrs: A.
that they feel mme coinfort-ble. No
Mrs. John M. Rowlett and Mrs. They attended the graduation of
Miss Mary Tarry., who teaches
Frankfort — Calloway county's
gummy, gooey, pasty taste or feeling. received word from their son. Capt
Ky., is the house guest of Miss Le- 1. Russell, and Mr. and 'Mrs. Bill
spend- C. S. Lowry left last Thursday night Mrs. Curd's , nephew Rob Smith tricia Outland.
Ire alkaline (non-acid). Does not sour. William Mellen, that he has re- in McCdtchenville. Ohio,
• assegsment has been certified at
Hdie.
Check. "plate odor" (denture breath).
where they are while here. They were accompa$7,618.839, the state tax commisMr. and Mrs. Jesse Wells and
Get FASTSETH today at any tires atom. cently been prompted to Major. Ma- ing the summer with her parents. for New Orleans
guests of the former's brother, nied to their home by Rob and three children of Zephyrs Hills. 'Buy that extra War Bond nowt „sion reported today.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Tarry, Sr.
Richard Smith. `
Mrs. Frank Albert Stubblefield Roger Caplinger. and family.
Miss Joanne Fulton left.,Monday.
Mr.- end- ?Ars. Fred -Collie and
and. daughters. Jennie Sue and
Frankie, spent the week-end with for Glendale, Calif., where she will Mrs. Wilson Gantt and son Verthe former's parents, Judge and spend the summer with her aunt, non were guests this week of Mr.
Mrs. 0. C. O'Kell, and other rela- Collie's mother Mrs. H. L. Collie of
Mrs. Seth Boaz, in Mayfield.
South Fourth street and his aunts
•
Mrs. Fulton Farmer and daugh- tives.
a
r te TTx and -ISTril Utley
rs
rs.-F.d-Trank Kirk To
Judy,-of'New Albany, IndTare
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Friday for Camp Rucker, Ozark, Huie. They also visited Mrs. ColAla..' to spend several days with lie's sister. Miss Edna Hale. EnFarmer.
Mrs. Ryan Imes of Louisville is her husband, Pvt. Kirk, who is rdute home they will visit Mrs.
Collie's father Earl Hale and sisthe _guest of Mrs. J. M. Imes and stationed there,.
rMrs. Mark -Parker of Hopkinsteine
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Littleton, Mrs. ‘
other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. George Wilson and G. B. Scott and Mrs. Bernard Whittic
Mr. and Mrs. J. Howard Mcto
two children of Dertoit are visiting nell were in St. Louis the first of
here with their parents Mr. and the week where they purchased Waters announce the birth ot a son
Mrs. A. J. Wilson an Mrs. Selina merchandise for Littleton's and the John Harold McWaters Ill on May
25, Mrs. McWaters is the former
McCUiston and families. George Gladys Scott Shop,
Misses. Sue and Elizabeth Fay Nellie Ruth Jones. of Lynn Grove,
passed the examination for the
army 'and is expecting to becall- Upchurch, who taught in -Belle- who is a graduate of Murray State
flower iind Mt; t7TiVe, 111..- the past College. Many friends Offer-coned in a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Wilson of winter, have returned,to spend the gratulations. .
e
•
Pembroke have written for a re- summer with their parents, Mr. and
Joe Ward, sun of Mrs. Ethel
newal .4 the L. & T., saying they- tits: Georee 1.1pchUrcle''' •
Lassiter .o/ 112 North' Fourteenth
kept in--touch with Murray and the
Mrs. James Lassiter. Mrs. Charles 2trett, Murray, a senior in the Colthe
through
county
people of the
Kivett and Miss Madge Patterson"'lege ef Arts and ,Sciences at the
paper, and they would 'always think spent several days the first of the University- of-- Kentuckyr -Leasingof this county as home. Mr. Wil- week in Nashville. -- ton, has been elected paymaster
son was formerly connected with
Mr. C., F. Dale arrived Sunday forlhe Veteran's Club, at the Unithe Ryan Milk Fleet.
from his home in Los Angeles. versity for the year 1945-46.
Mrs. Johnie Simmons is a patient Calif.. to spend several weeks with
Mrs'C. Beaman and son, Seaman
at Mason Memorial Hospital.
the family 'of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Edwin Beaman. were the guests
Mr. and Mrs. Prentice Beaman. Stubblefield, Sr., and _tither rela- this week of Seaman Beaman's
Ferndale. Mich., returned to this tives.
aunts, Mrs. Otis Harrison and MN:
county Saturday, June 2. He re- -7 as Mary Lovett and Mrs. Not. Wade Crawford. :turned to Ferndale •-Monday fne man Klapp spent last Wednesday
Mr. and Mrs. 0. W. Harrison and
induction. Mrs. Rogers. daughter and Thursday in Paducah and atof Mr. ind Mrs. Hardy Rogers of tended -This Is Your infantry:'
Lynn Grove. and her daughter
Jimmie Klapp is visiting his
Bonnie. 3. will reside with her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. T. S.
Fie iltat•mlsirt •Ii POISON OAK.
parents.
Klapp and Mr. and Mrs. W. S. • ECZEMA.
Prickly Heat, a•nbarn, ItchMiss Frances Sledd arrived in Johnston, in Paducah.
„•
ing Ski's, Chigger •r illetquit• lutes.
Tired Sorely
Scalp ar hick, Itch
Murray yesterday from Covington.
Melugin of Oak Ridge.
Dale
i.e. A tooling, ...otitis' Isitle• Dot
Ky.. where she taught the past Tenn is spending a week's vaca•r 5.
•11. Ste*
it wayolierr
Laboratories. Florence, Ala.
winter. Miss Sledd and her mo- tion with his parents. Mr. and
ther. Mrs. H. I. Sledd. left today Mrs. Hugh Melugin. Murray.
for Prattville. Ala. to spend- two
James Franklin Huie and two
NE
weeks with relatives.
children of Detroit are guests of
I
1,1•••••Itore
•nip.
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Pollard have Mr. Hide's parents Mr. and Mrs. T
Pv4
where Lilburn Huie of Route I. Mr. Huie' C l
returned from Louisville
they visited 'their son, Robert Pol- will return to Detroit but the
T
_ .‘,.-1•41auttismr somrsit" W
lard,• and Mrs. Pollard. They were children Rebecca Sue and Edward .
The fiansett 'levees Co. T
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. B.
Hal will spend the summer with
•t.
13
Arnie.. ch.,tarandung Amf
0
Manufaciory—/stabilsi,
Scherffius who visited their son, their grand parents.
Holding on grimly to the Bonds life of a single American youth!
N
•.
540 So 5/00.1, Si — IOW,
Miss Bess Winchester. who is atCharles Scherffius. and family.
you've already bought.. ;
Cashed-in Bonds won't pay you $4 for
Mrs. G T. Hicks was called to tending the school of nursing at I
1 have lived in Murray since 1921. I came here from Wichita. Kansas. last Saturday due Vanderbilt, visited her uncle and
every
$3 in ten years!
That's just as smart as buying them!
Graves County where I Served four years as County At- to the serious illness and 4eath of aunt Mr. and Mrs. 1. W. Winches- ,
So, hold on, Mister!
ter of Route 2, Hazel. Bess is the
torney. Since residing in Murray I have practiced law, her sister.
Cashed-in Bonds don't help bring that
and made the race for County Attorney in Calloway Miss Nancy Mellen and Lawrence daughter of Dr. and Mrs.. J. M Famous doctor's discovery acts on the
Hold on to those War Bonds
lasting peace a second nearer!
County in 1925. I am acting County Attorney here in the Mellen have returned to Jackson. Winchester of Clayton, New M.
relieve
you've bought—and hold up your end
and
urine
increase
to
kidneys
,
Rill,
tali•,-.•!
is
,
i
who
,
t
Her
is in military service Miss, following a visit with Mr

daughter
'rum a sevher mothMrs. Jarspend the
irents, Mr.
es.

as returned
weeks' visit
ind Mrs. R.
.e• relatives.
as sold her
to &udder
Weeks purakins place
t the PaciuHer motherd husband
•ney weeks

•
Fir
In
ame In Suit
Nd

Summer Members of L. & T. Staff

LOCALS

er brother,
were cant' camp in
from overt). Paul p.
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What's just as smcrt as

LEGS, ARMS!

buying a War Bond ?

r.

WONDERFUL RELIEF
From Bladder Irritations!

•

absence of Lt. A. H. Kopperud who
in Alaska.
.
In making the race for this office, I feel that I have a
thorough knowledge of the duties and responsibilities of
this office and am qualified for this most important place.
' It is the duty of the County Attorney to advise the
Fiscal Court in legal matters, to protect the county treasury, and prosecute all violations of the laws in-the county
and circuit courts. I have had 40 years of active law practice which qualifies me to conduct the duties of this office
in a manner that would not be questioned by any court,
State or Federal.
pledge you my best efforts, and ask you for your
•
• Vote of confidence.

JOE H. WEAKS

and Mrs.' F. D. Mellen
The Ledger & Times is in receipt of a copy of a Detroit paper
picturing a post war Ford car. seed
to us by J. B. Wilson. We appre-5
elate this thoughtfulness on the
part of Mr. Wilson very much.
Larry Doyle
who has been
studying at the university of Cincinnati
arrived
Wednesday to
spend three weeks with his parents. Mr, and Mrs. Price Doyle.
MrsImer Collins is visiting her
husband in Oak Ridge, Tenn., this
week.
J. D. Sexton and Miss Riith Sex -

PARKER

SEED
COMPANY

—Buyers and Sellers-ALL KINDS OF
QUALITY FIELD SEEDS
•
We Are Headquarters
for Seed Cleaning
•
NEW LOCATION
Across Street From Murray
Stockyards
Telephone 665

painful bladder irritations caused
by exceu acidity in the urine

Cashed-in Bonds can't help protect the

hei• is no need now to suffer unner•mry
duirr•es and discomfort from backache.
bladder Irritation, and run down feeling
due toenails •cidity in your urtn• —
the famous doctor'• discovery — Dit._,

War Bonds_ to have and to hold

KILMER'S SWAMP ROOT. For Swamp "I
Root acts fast on the kidney• to inc*.***

the flow of urine and relieve •ncesa acidity.
01 faunally di•c00000d by a w•ii-linown.
phy•ician. Swamp Root is a carefully
blended combination of 18 kerbs, roots,.
viig•t•blro belsams •nd other natur•I ingr•dients. it'• not harsh or h•bit-forming
•ny w•y — just good ingredients that I
he you feel world• better f•st
end for free, prepaid sample TODAY!
Like. thousand• of other• you'll be glad
that you did. Send name end •ddre•• to
Department E, Kilmer & Co Inc., Be.
LIJA. Stamford. Conn. Offer limited. Send
at once. All druggists sell Swamp Root.

4,,

in this fight for freedom!

eoples Savings Bank
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

(

YOU MAY HAVE YOUR OWN MEAT!!

Are You Having Trouble With Your Meat Supply?

Provided you can comply with the certificate reproduced below:
PART II.

BE E_F
CHILLED, AGED, CUT, STORED,
JUST AS YOU LIKE IT!

ol
•
hocratii
Count
ee is to
4 is the
this ofike Calg Cleat!

• •
Packaged Ready for
Cooking

Livestock producer must complete this part of form.

BACON OUR SPECIALTY

. Address
Livestock producer's name (print) _
Number and address of livestock
Address
producer's War Price and Rationing Board (print)
I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT:
I. I have this day received from the slaughterer named in Part I. without giving up points, the meat described above and that it
intended primarily for consumption in my own household or on a farm which I operate.
2. On the premises operated by me I have raised the livestock described above:
(Check One)
) from birth to the moment of slaughter, or
(
) for at least sixty days immediately preceding slaughter, or
(
I for a period immediately preceding slaughter. during which its weight was increased by at least 35 per cent of ita weight
when acquired.
1 Check One)
3.
) actually supervised the raising of such livestock and was on the premises on which that livestock was raised at least
(
one-third of the days during the applicable period specified above. or
1 operate a firm on which I reside more than six months of the year.
(
_ intend to sell some,any of the resulting meat.
4. I
tWrite "DO''or "DO NOT-)
Signature of livestock producer

• •
With our weather made to order we can
as safely cure your pork in summer
as in mid-winter
Let us make this the easiest, safest
hog-killing you've ever had

Iv ilegei Se ha rg-

For further information see the Local Rationing Board

• bUt
!Ay foi'

HARRY MILLER - FROZEN FOODS

Telephone 43
I be in'
Ote
ig '0U
Aided.

or

107 North Third Street
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White satin .covered • the'.dinine
table, and the sides or the cover
extended. to the floor and were
draped, each drape was caught with
French bouquets of roses. Small
sprays of flowers and lighted
green tapers were arranged on the
table top amid the service. Covers
were placed for eight.
.,The reseeiel attractive feature-of
the 7:00 dinner was a five tier
wedding cake presented by Mrs.
Blaksck.

Socket
MRS. H. I. SLEDD, Editor
•••,-

Telephone 247
MR AND MRS H 0 BLALOCK
ENTERTAIN MR AND MRS.
TRENT WITH WEDDING
RECEPTION IN CINCINNATI

•
iv

Mr and Mrs H 0. Blalock honored Mr and Mrs Elbert E. Treet
former Mary Lee Perry) ' of Indianapolis. Ind.. with a wedding
reception in their colonial home in
Price Hill. Cincinnati. O.. May 15.

NOTICE

people.
w°" 4vitt
'Yu"
her 4'14( 1
interesting
teresting and instructive
Mrs. Hudson. president Of the Paris
S. also spoke briefly le the
group.

w.s.c•

Mrs. Leonard Vaughn. president
of the Murray W.S.0 S.. presided
and introduced' the speakers.
e
Rev. T. H. Mullins led the 0 ning
prayer. During the business session
Mrs. E. A. Tucker disCessed the
drive for the new Memorial Building for Lambuth College which is a
The many wedding gifts were project of the *SC'S. Miss Alice
eirtisticalry 'displayed on a large Waters dismiSsed the meeting
with
table in -the living room.
prayer. .
The hostess was assisted by Miss
A social hour honoring tile visitRoZt-ilt. Perry. meter of the bride.
ors- Was enjoyed. Members of the
After the reception a number hospitality committee
served
reof friends called and were en= freshments
in the church dining
neived in the beautiful rose
room.
den. -

1

--t•tr'-- erste MTS.
Mrs. ?rens .*ere rifistered at the Neelterland
Hotel in down .sewnCiticinna
While in Cinciseati.
•• • ••

have equipment here is
Can.:may (°ant% to do Terracing. Pond Digging. small
Road Jobs, or any kind of
Property fie'ork.

,
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MR. AND MRS HENDON
COMPLIMENT VISITORS

Woman'telub Closes Season With Dinner
Meeting; Mrs. Hart, Distrwt Governor,
Is Spe
- ker for Events of Thursday 'Evening

The Murray Woman's Club closed the current season with the annual dinner meeting at the club '
house on Thursday evening. May
31. The tables were decorated with
roses and other summer flow,
from the garden of Mrs. R. ••
Mason. The delicious menu, uno,
the supervision of Mrs G. C. As•
craft. was served by high sch,
Home Economics ,girls.
Mrs. Garnett Jon.es. president
the club, and elected to serve ,.
other term. presided
The rneete
opened with the singing of "Arm
Ica" followed by the reading
the Club Woman's Creed led bye
fie-7:W Carr. Mrs. Lewis Drake
and Miss Eleanor Gatlin. accompanied by Miss Lillian Walters at the
piano, entertained with vocal se-,
lections. Following a few bre
announcements. out-of-town vis.
on were recognized, and Mrs. Joe
T. Lovett, former district governor
and president of the Murray Club,
who has recently returned from
Columbus. Ohio, brought a word of
greeting to the group.

man, presided and expressed her
appreciation for the support of the
group during her term of office.
Miss Oneida Wear, chairman for
next year, appointed her committees. Mrs. F. E. Crawford reported
that an invitation had been extended the Deltas to come to the Butterworth camp on Kentucky Lake
for a summer outing and'•-• committee was appointed to make plans
for the event.
During the social hour refreshments were served by the hostesses,
Miss Ruth Sexton and Mrs. Laverne
Wallis,

‘,Mrs. J. T. Hendon. Mrs
Carl
Gardner and daughter. Carolyn, of
Long 'Beach, Calif. and Lt. Warren
MISS LETRICIA OUTLAND
Rosier ole,San Antonio, Texas, who
ENTERTAINS AT TEA
were recent, guests of relatives in
MRS. GARNETT JONES
„Visa Letricia Outland was hoe- Murray. vrers..konored guests
at a
teas at an informal tea Tuesday af- number of infortnetN,
CONTACT ME AT NORTH
i parties ding
during
ternoon honoring her house guest/their visit.
13th STREET. or tall
Miss Anne Dickinson of Trento% On Sunday, May TI.,,edr
and Mrs.
796-M
ke The rosins was attractive with Carme Hendqn entertairi
elin their
Mrs. George Hart, First District
arrangeme
nts of garden flowers. honor at their cabin on
GEORGE NOYES
Monday, June 11
Nucky
Governor. was the principal speakThe hostess was assisted in enter- Lake. Boating and swimming
The Mattie Belle Hayes Circle of
ere
er
for
the
evening. Her subject was the W.S.C.S. will
taining by her mother. Mrs ;;Wil- enjoyed - and a deliciobs
meet at 7:30 p.m
picn
"Today and Turnorrow:.
.
bert Outland, ands:Mess Nanceettiota lunch. was eerved.
*et the home of Mrs. Will H. Whitbrought an inspirational message no ing.
land
A ,pretty party plate ..*
,
:was
.
hers- steners.
7
0 G,-C1k 3
served.
14.301.40
Mr and Mrs. Hendon had guess
Tuesday. June 12
p,s1
Ir,cluded in the hoepitality were for a buffet supper at their
Insta tion of officers for 1945-44
The Jessie Houston Officers Club
home
Misses Anne Dickinson, Joan Hen- on Friday eventhg honoring
was
in charge of the district gover- will meet at the home
their
of Miss
---Thoseessartro-witt serve
Mare in' eieitoie The rooMg we-ru
?acai- fl p.m.
Skaggs. Joan Shroat. Bette; Ann tive with garden flowers
and the clith next ye.'ar, are as follows:
Wednesday. June 13
Smith. Betty Glasgow. Anna Lee guests were seated at small
•
tablee 'president. Mrs.- Oarnett Jones, lit
Mrs. J. T. Wallis will be hostess
Crass. and Clara Jane Miller
viceepreitident Mrs.Nk H Austin;
throughout the rooms.
in the Arts and Crafts Club at
•••••
The hospitality included
close 2nd•vice-president Mrsede, J. Caps her home at 2:30- p.m. Election of
MRS HARRELL COOPER
linger:
secretary.
Mrs.
Rie,Treon: officers will be held.
friends of the honorees
SPEAKS TO W SC S.
•••••
corresponding secretary. Mrseseel.
Thursday.
Jaw
14
Scott:
treasurer,
Miss Fraeces St•
Mrs Harrell Cooper of Paris. MISS BARBARA REEVES IS
Regular meeting of the Woodton, department chairmen, Alpha,
,
Tenn. former conference officer. BRIDE OF MR CORNISH
an Circle at the Club House at
Miss Ruth, Ashmore: Delta, Miss
was the guest speaker at the meetRev and Mrs J 0 Reeves an- Oneida Wear: Garden, Mrs. V. le
- g of Woman's Society of Chris- nounce the marriage of their daughl Windsor:
'Wednesday. June 20
Home. Me3ee-Bryan Totean Service which was held Tues- ter. Miss Barbara
The aeteiati 1, Jefferson Day lunReeves. arid Win tley, Music. Mrs. G. T Hicks: Zeta.
day afternoon at tbe First Metho- ham H. Cornish. Seamancheon- met g of the UDC. will
2-c. son Mrs. Tom Rowlett.
0th., MONARCH FOODS dist -Church. Mrs Cooper's subject ef Mr and Mrs. Zeb CA:WILLA!
at the Woman's' Club
--erne president. Mrs. Jones. in her e, held
was
"Juvenile Delinquency." and Bagley, Iowa The impressive
• ••All Just As Good'
house at the nubte huur.
dou- acceptance speech, pledged, her
ef.• Mess sxperience in her ble ring ceremony was read
on forts toward the betterment Of the
May 31 at 6r30 in the 'evening' at club, and
Etali:46-1YeAtt
the ceornmtrnity.
BY.
the home of the 13.1:Me's parerfts with
The meeting closed with the. UM CHILDREN sOF MEMBER§'... •
the Rev, L T Daniel officiatifir
terse of America as the dismissal
Only members of the immediate
The Delete were delightfully euprayer 'There were approximately
families and a few close friends
tertained at their meeting' at the
75 present
were present.
club house on Tuesday eveneis
The vows were read before an
with a program entitled "Knoe
improvised altar et pink roses and WEST MURRAY HOMEMAKERS Your Children." of which Miss Eve- .1
shasta daisies in the living room. INVITE PUBLIC TO A.
lyn Linn 'was chairman. Chilciren
of Delta members were presented
The bride, who was given in mar- CANNING CLINIC
En a variety of numbers. A reading
riage by her father, was attired in
The _West Murray Homemakers!.
lI blue printed - crepe froek
with Club *HI meet. Wednesday after- wits girreer by 'Bob TiViefFeTee Piano
solos were presented by
black accessories and carried
Nancs
a noon. June 13. at 2 o'clock. at
the Csealand,
bOuclet of Briarcliff roses and del- Training
Don' Overben, loan Hee
School lunch room. Mrs.
don, and Letricia Outland. Lochie I
phinium. Her hair ornament was Maynard
Ragsdale, emergency war
' also of roses and delphinium. Her food
Fay Hart entertained with a sone!
assistant, will give a canning',
only atter.dant was her cousin. Miss
'and dance number, -In Between
demonstration on the new ty'pes af
and Nalsmi Lee Whitnell, Avonelie
Delilah Powell of Benton, who wore jars and
lids and how to seal
Farmer and Jean Butterworth prea pir.k printed crepe frock with Ohne
A earns/ft ciente will be WM
sented a tap dance number. Vocal
brown accessories and shoulder cor- during
which Mn, Ragsdale wiles
mins were given by Mary Jane
sages of garderaas and sweet peas answer queetinns
on canning probKennedy and Minnie Lee Churchill.
The groom was attended by his lerns of those present.
bruther. Bob Cornish. of, Bagley, as
The membership of the club in- Accompanists were Miss Mary Elizbest man.
vites the public to attend, this meet- abeth Roberts and Mrs. Roy Farmer and Miss Lula Celayton eBale
Immedrately following the cere- ing and to
bring their canning
Mrs. Myrtle Wall, retiring chairmony the bride's parents entertain- problems.
ed with an informal-reception. The
lace covered table in the dining
DELTA MU CHAPTER MEETS
AND YOU'LL APPRECIATE THE LITTLE TIME
room was centered with an arWITH MRS HOUSTON
IT TAKES TO KEEP YOUR NEW COIFFU
rangement
of
pink
roses
and
bou•
RE
The Tau Phi Lambda sorore s
quet candles The four-tiered wedIN PICTURE-PRETTY CONDITION
Delta Mu Chapter of the We,
dtng cake was topped with a minmen Circle, met in the 'home et
iature bride and groom, Mess Ruth
Mies Jeeeie Houston Menday night
Puwell presided at the punch bowl. at
which time eight new inems' Lydia K. Pinkbarres Vegetable CornMrs. Reeves. mother of tile bride. hers were
is famous not only to relieve
pledged with -the presi- pound
periodic pain but au() accompanying
chose for her daughter's nedding a dent.
Miss Gesede Alvan in the nervous, Bred, Mghstrung feelings-blectee.faiile froek-verth ea corsage chair'
She wes assisted by State when due to funcUonal monthly disturbances. Taken regularly-it helps
ci
of white sweet peas. Mrs Cornish %Mager
Leis Waterfield and hon- build up resistance agaloat
such sympof Bagley. Iowa, mother of the erary member
Ruth Lassiter. The toms Pinkham's Conlpound helps nagram, wore a frock of acqua creps new .pled
ges will take their testi ture! Follow label dlrectIons. Try tti
with a corsage of pink sweet peas. July 2.
4ait&Ortod
ei
samb am
Vfegltetf
ime
The bride and groorth left' for it
Officers were elected as follows:
short wadding trip following which
Miss Oneda
Ahart. president;
CALL 606
they are at the ?tome of the bride's
LIFE'S Little TROUBLES
Miss Dortha
Henry. first - Weeparents until be reports for his new
president, Miss Norma Wilkins
aeecnment
second vice. president: Miss In
ces L. Wilson. secretiire: Mief
11=111111F=1
Frances L. Wilson. Miss Clara Jenei
Miller. warden: Miss Leola Ers i
' 'vein. chaplain; Miss 'Ray Nell Ari-1
'I1 derasse-r4calist: Miss Juanita Out.
land. mulicien, Miss Birdie Ellen
! Colson. assistant musician: Meal
Nell
Anderson,
historian: Mre
You don't base to worry and
• Francis McGeehee Churchill. so•
fret because CONSTIPATION
. ninny sponsor..
or GAS PRESSURE discomforts
-,
won't let you eat. Instead of feel.I. --DezeIgTeeful - refreshments at eCi&
ing nervous--blue or bewildered,
, '1 kciiik• Inn were enjoyed.
,
take
a dash of
e . •. •
'
ADLER-I-KA
•
' 0 B TURNBOW. JR.. HAZEL.
to quickly expel gas- to soften and
HONORED WITH BREAKFAST
assist food wastes thro a comfortable bowel movement. Enjoy that
'
1 .A far, well sunrise briaktast.wai clean, refreshed feeling that lifts
iziveri in •honor of 0. B. 4,Turnbriv• apirits- rekindles smiles- improves appetite.Buyit Tryit!You'll
'. Jr. Hazel. Friday morning by his
nevelt be without Adlerika again.
dem at the Han I park.
Caution, use only as directed. .
-. 4 Those present were Rev,. and
0.0 Aii.eiha I••••• •••re dr•t•••• 0•5••
, Mrs Franklin
Paschall.
Gwen
Dale & Stubblefield Company
1 i Dailey; Gene- Miller, 0. 13,
.
- Turn, .bew: Jr, Catherine Greenner. Bet' ise, Mason. and Essie 13ailey.„Othi.r.
your
mu mhers of th4 class were unable.
I', :owed
0.B left May 31 for serves:
-tee Armed Pieces. He will
missed in Hazel as Well as ii.
class

r
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Repairmen will be in Murray
MONDAY, JUNE 11th
• TYPEWRITERS
• ADDING MACHINES
• CASEILREGISTERS
All Types of Office Machines
BRING THEM TO THE LEDGER & TIMES OFFICE
We will be in town several days

FEMALE PAIN

FULTON OFFICE SUPPLY COMPANY

em"

4

NOW

1

a

•

-CAN'T EAT

YOU CAN ALWAYS RELY ON THE SERVICE
GIVEN BY YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER

i

Dl<1\ I . IN TODAY AND REST ASSURED YOUR
CAR
WILL 'GIVE BETTER PERFORMANCE

IS A GOOD
TIME
TO HAVE THOSE

Errt:

Our mechanics are the best with years of. experience
in
putting
automobile in tip-top condition

-

•••••••••••••••=o•••••••••••••••. •••••••••..

•HEADQUARTERS FOR
Standard Parts for 'All Care

I

1 PORTER MOTOR CO.
504

Mal
Soil

Office Machine Repair

...is the best!

11

cast

Vest

Here's a SENSIBLE my
to refine MOKTM.Y

I CtIEVROLET

if

an i
It e
heel
Wa

MOM Drug

Becoming and cool is the modified
Up-Sweep

BEAUTY SHOP

the
flea
I ti

DOAN'S PILLS

for SUMMER

LOUISE TURNER

-v
.1

Kidneys Must
Work Well -

UP

Try DERMETICS . ..
the thrilling, different beauty program

Happy Birthday!

Mrs.' Clark Hiteris was hostess at
May 21—Gulie Bazzell
her home Tuesday afternoon to the May 28---Nancy Gail Sykes
Woman's Association of the PresJune 1 -Mrs. George West, MI,.
byterian Church.
Hugh Farris, Mrs. J. H. Thurniee,
Mrs. F. D. Mellen presided, and
June 2-.Mrs:ReaganMcDaniel
ley
grs. W. D. Lewis led the devo•
tional. The Rev. Samuel McKee
neli
narrne
itleA
tt, Mrs. Karl
4-.-Jim
e"t
j
Ju
ursile
made an interesting talk on Young Kingins.
West, mIss
stated
5-Pearl
6People's Conferences and
Ju
J une .5June We,
that about five young people from
attend Grace Cole.
would
the local church
June 7-Miss Nowata King.
these conferences during the humJune 8-- Mrs. Jennings Turner,
mer. Mrs. Mellen gave a review
eeel_e
9y
.nN
from the Missionary Magazine 'en H.JIu
"Mrs. Jimmie Huey. Mrs.
young people's work lit foreign
MISS WAITERS PRESENTS
Pat Hackett. Mrs. Lee Checks,
fields. PUPILS IN RECITAL
june
IrelnotiThe hostess served dainty re- Mrs.
IM
'itakra
th
ra
d Sue Kirkland,
Miss Lillian Watters presented a freshments during the social hour.
Leonel:de W90.
aua of. her piano pupils in reJune 11—Josephine Crawford
cital at the Woman's Club house on U.D.C. AND C. OF C. OBSERVE
June 12—Bob lrvan
Saturday evening. June 2.
CONFEDERATE MEMORIAL DAY
Those taking part in the program
Members of the J. N. Williams
re Donald Overbey. Ann Curry.
elondie McClure. Rachel Blalock, Chapter, United Daughters of the
Sara Ruth Calhoun, Edward Over- Confederacy, assisted the children
bey, Patricia Futrelle, Ann Rhodes, of the Confederacy in the observJune Rae Cooper, William Thomas ance of Confederate Memorial Day
Jeffrey. Jean Corn. Betty Sue Hut- on June 3. •
For You To Feel Well
son. Betty • June West,
On Saturday afternoon members
14 hours Ivory day, 7 days ovary
Barbara
week, never stopping, the kidneys filter
Downs, Janice Clopton, James Bon- of the groups met at the home of
waste matter from the Olood.
durant. William McElrath, TOYee Mrs. Henry Elliott and made
If more people were •war• of how the
kidneys must tronat•ntly remove surRussell, Barbara Ashcraft, Joan wreaths which were placed on the
plus fluid, excess •cide and other waste
matter that cannot stay in the blo,,4
Thompson. Betty Roberts, William approximately 30 graves of Conwithout injury to health, there no, i
Smith, Anna Ruth Billington.
federate soldiers in the city cemebe better understanding of trhy
• • n• •
whole systemin upset when kidneys fel
tery.
to function properly.
MRS. IDA LINN ENTERTAINS
Burning, twenty Or too frequent urination semetztnes warns dist rierflealane
WITH SUPPER IN HAZEL
.CANNING DEMONSTRATION
is wrong. You may suffer nagging backache, headaches. dissisam, rheumatic
Mrs. Ida Linn had es her guests
pain., getting up at eight. swelling.
for suppte- Wednesday night her
Why not try Does'e KILO You will
Mrs. 'Maynard Ragsdale,* emerbe.
rimier a medirree reeernenerrited Wte
-hue' -grandchildren, - five
great gency W:ir food assistant, will give
country ov•i. Croon's stimulate the (uncgrandchildren.. and three sisters. canning demonstrat
tion of the kidneys and help them to
ions on the fol?Wall out poisonous
waste from the
Those present were Pvt. Thomas
blood. They contain nothing harmful.
lowing dates: Faxon, Tuesday, June
Nesbitt and family of Camp BlandGet Doon's today. Uss with costidesee,
12; Regular 'meeting of Homeall drug store.
ing. Fla., Sgt. James Nesbitt and
makers Club.
family (James having recently .reConcerd, Friday, June 15. Reguleur tied from overeeasi, ha Nell
Nesbitt of Osborn. 0_ Myrtle May, lar meeting date of Homemakers
Club. ,
T. W. Nesbitt, Mrs. 011ie
Nesbitt of Hazel Route 3, Edgar Linn
and family, Mrs. Attie Nance
of
Padush,_Mrs. Emnse Hicks of
i vandy. Tenn..
Mr. and Mrs.
T. M. Marshall, Hazel. Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Marshall and children.
Mr and M1se-H. M. Marshall.
Mrs.
Sara
Smothsrman. and
Inthan
WI RAVE
Patrick. of Big Sandy.' IT CAMT ME MAD

SHORT and

•

. --PRESBYTERIAN -ASSOCIATION
MEETS WITH MRS. HARRIS

Maple Stre,'t

Telephone 97

SUPPLIES

Graduate Veterinarian
•
•
605 Olive Streo.

1.1K

Telephone 560

LET US CLEAN THEM FOR YOU NOW, then
they will be ready
wear at the first cool spell next winter.

•

Telephone 10

Dr. J. J. Dorman

Before Storing Them for the Summer Months

PLUMBING

Murray Auto Parts
P.', v. Miller
it I. Kay

4.14••••••••eme welneen•WWIMel•weelleerMen*me

Winter Clothes Cleaned
and Pressed

,

FARM
HARDWARE
•

for

BUILDING &

Remember.
... Clean Clothes Last Longer

Superior Laundry and Cleaners

A. B. Beale & Son
Est. 1897

Murray, Ky.
-

4
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•
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U. S. CASUALTIES IN WAR
GO ABOVE MILLION-MARK

:es
Vest, Mn.
Thurman. '
Danjel
.
Mrs. Kari

'eat, Miss

:ing.
s Turner,
ucy, Mrs.

Kirkland,

wford

Well

Is,'. *eery
cirmys fllt•r

;tent urineliornething
ming barkrheuranti•
welling.
• You win
fended the
,•• the fut,
p them
(rune th11
g harmful.
confidence.

!la

3

I

•

Ity S. V. Foy

Spray NOiV to control brown rot
on peaches.'Use three pounds of
cascombat
the
Of
S.
90,000 prisoners liberated
washington.—U.
wettable sulfur- and fifty gallons
whits in this war officially passed an Europe, he said, 37,571 will be of water. Keep sulfur on the
the 1.000,000 mark today and are back in this country by Sunday peaches from now until 'ripe. The
nearly four times the Werld War He said 4,700 arrived at New York cost of spraying a tree one time is
and Boston on Tuesday and that
I total.
less than two cents, and it will conThe announced total was 1.002.887, an additional 10,000 will arrive Sun- trol brown rot that destroys so
week
last
the
day.
60in
6,798
given
men
of
are
Liberated
increase
an
many peaches just before ripening.
..•
It covers only those casualties which day furloughs.
Plans are available at the Counthe
at
officially
tabulated
live been
Patterson said the Army will not
Agent's office for constructinh
ty
•
War and Navy Departments.
lower its discharge age unless the
range sflf-feeder for poultry. It is
The total -includes 890.019 Army Pacific war get ahead of schedule.
weather proof and can stay in the
casualties and 112.80 among Navy. He said the present age limit-40
Yard where the chickens range.
Marine Corps and Coast Guard per- provides for the release of "all
Now 45 a. good tone, to sell your
sonnet. It comprises 227.097 dead. whore the army thinks it•is safe to"
old roosters. He is an unnecessary
64)7.468 wounded. 63.455 missing and discharge..of
Some members
expense to you and no returns for
104.867 taken prisoner. About 90,- Congress have urged that the age
his board. Your eggs will keep
have
been
liberated.
000 prisoners
limit be reduced to 35:
lunger in hot weather when
much
Many Relieved Alive
Most Costly of All
sell your roosters from the
you
The missing total includes about
World War II is ,the most costly flock.
14,000 Army =en unaccounted for
history for the United States.
Hens can be profitable if yoU
in Europe. Undersecretary of War There were 259,735 casualties in the
cull, feed and water them_ If they
Robert P. Patterson ...told a news last war.
don't lay they can't pay.
conference there is little doubt that
Make plans now for your hens
The last week's casualty -increase
tip
will
alive.
turn
these
'I
of
many
I was divided 'almost equally be- and pullets to have plenty of fresh
1
tween the two major services. The clean water during the summer
Army's total rose 3,494 and the months. A chicken requires much
Navy's 3.304. The Navy increase water.
• WIRE
N. P. Pachall picked 436 crates
reflected heavy losses oft Okinawa.
• NAILS
his two acres
Patterson.disclosed that each of of strawberries from
year.
• STAPLES
five infantry divisions has suffered of Aroma berries this
total
losses greater than ii-s
• CHINAWARE
strength at any one time. He said
• GLASSWARE
a total of 133,394 casualties had
• SOAP
been suffered by the Third,'F'ourth,
Ninth. 36th and 45th Divisions. With
• SOAP POWDERS
the exception of the Fourth. all saw
• BLEACHING
service in North Africa, Sicily or
Eacjt Saturday afternoon at 3
FLUIDS
Italy, France and Germany. .
o'clock. • when the weather __per,
• POLISH
Sent to Special Camps
mits, there will be an open-air
• HOES
U. S. prisoners liberated by the preaehing service on the vactint
• RAKES
' Russians, Patterson said. are being lot at Third and Maple streets,
• SHOVELS
arrangements diagonally across the street from
through
returned
• STOVES
ricluded by General Dwight D. the Churchill Funeral Hume. • Ar• FURNITURE
i.,serdlroWer on May 22. They are rangements have been made by a
• LANTERNS
, being sent to seven exchange cen- committee of the Mission Board of
ters in Germany and then to spcsaal BItiosl River. Baptist Association.
• MOPS & BROOMS
continue
will
serviees
camps, the largest near Le Havre.- These
• FLOOR OIL
throughout the summer. . Everybody is cordially invited to at' The Hancock County Farm Bu- tend.
reau members pooled their orders 'Next Saturday .afternoon. June
for hybrid seed earn and—bought 9_,Bre. M. M. Hampton. pastor of
HAZEL, KY
500 bushels. most 'of it being US the Sinking Springs Church, will
preach.
' No. 13 and Ky. No. 103.

Open Air Preaching
-To Be. Held at Third
and.Maple--Saturday

4France.

H. I. NEELY &
SON

•mea

*Eft•-••.••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••
•
•
•••••. ••••ft
C.—•

•m4mm•••••••••••0

IN & HOLTON
FRAZEE,• MELUG
INSURANCE AGENTS-Autoinobile
Telephone 331
Murray,

materials to individual manufacturers within an approved . program
for 23,000 bicycles a month . . .
New lamps and shades for youi
home are in the offing. Floor, table and other types of portable electric lamps can now be made to
the extent that materials become
avalable, says WPB . . . Production of hand, gang and power lawn
mowers is permitted, for civilian
use, but few mowers are expected
to reach retail stores this year because of continued shortness of
materials . . Other prospects for
consumer goods are domestic ice
refrigerators to meet essential civilla% requirements and an increase in tire chains for farm tractors in the 1945-46 quotas of civilian
tire chains.

.i'aledictorian

Salutatorian

County Agents Notes

,

of hoer the
mows Dor.
'thee waste
th•
here wiieild
r whit the
ticineys fail
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Casualty

FIRE

Gatlin Building
Kentucky

"It Dues Make a Difference Who Writes Your Insurance"
IMPOM
a

Miss Charlene Orr
Charlene Orr, daughter of Mrs.
Laverne Orr, has a four-year average of 95.70 at Murray High School.
Charlene is a member of the National Honor Society. She was
editor of "The Tiger," secretary
of the senior class, business manager of the annual, vice-president
of the Tri-Hi-Y, member of band
and orthestra, had a leading role
in senior play, "Miss Jimmy".
Charlene was voted best all-around
girt of senior ciessIL'irlie Tiger".

More Gasoline For
Civilians In June

Victory in Europe has made an
increased supply of gasoline for
civilian motorists. The value of
"A" coupons will be increased from
four to six gallons on June 22,
when coupon A-16 becomes valid.
"B" card ceilings will be raised to
650 miles per month uniformly over
the country, on June 11. The increase in the "B" ceiling will not
mean more gasoline for all "B"however, says Chester
users,
Bowles, OPA Administrator Both
"B" and "C" rations are based on
the individual needs of the car
Use out claSsified ads—They get
owner. A persoriS who needs onli
200 miles a month for home-to-work the business.

eeafortrestotitavo;e9

Miss Susanne Miller
Suzanne Miller, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Grady Miller, has a four
year average of 96.57 at Murray
High School. She started her first
year at Murray Graded „School
and has continued-her 12 years in
Murray. High. She was an active
member of the Tri-Hi-Y; in dramatics she had a leading role in
the senior play, "Miss Jimmy" and
had a part in the musical, "Showboat."—"The Tiger"

SOPERMatMS
Preston.
HOUSE
PAINT

state higbway engineer,. brought a
specimen of the fully developed
cockle bur and placed it on discommunity cannery will open play in this office Monday.
at the Lynn Grove High School on
SWIMMING POOL!
June 12. The cannery will be
,
open every Tuesday and Thursday,
The 'aavimming pool opening has
and. Raymond Story. agriculture
indefinitely beteacher, and Mrs. Ed Dow& fl. home been postponed
will be in causeTht the weather and the core..
economics teacher,
dition of the water supply, accharge.
T. H. Mullins,
"We are prepared to can hominy cording to Rev.
of the City Park.
-or anything else," said Mr. Story, chairman
-and anyone wanting to use the
PROSPECTS TODAY
cannery should call for an ap- CONSUMER
-pointment."
That new bicycle your child hasb,en wanting will soon be on the
market. WPB has atithorized production and issued allotments of
Girl Scouts who are planning to
St
attend Camp Pakentuck must turn
thtir registration slip and two dollars in to Mrs. Noel Melugin on or
before June 11.
COMMUNITY- CANNERY
OPENS AT LYNN GROVE

Stays Whiter Longer

3.25 041L

Notice

•
[ . ._ .._
Custom Grinding
and Mixing
•
COCKLE RUBS COCKLE!
Every Day in the
Maybe we are going to have an
Week
early frost. Twice this week we
have seen mature burs on cockle
•
bur plants. According to close observers Of the weather, this is .a
Ross Feed Co.
strre sign 'of frost in three months.
Murray, Ky.

This sign indicates that frost will
fell here- September I. Jiro Hart,

driving, for example, will continue
to receive a "B" ration of 200
miles. But a person who uses his
car in his business and who needs
more gasoline *than he is now receiving to carry on his busness
will be able to get additional gas
up to a maximum of 650 miles a
month, but in both cases they will
receive the increase 6t 50 per cent
in the "A" ration. Under the new
650-mile "B"-Card ceiling, every
state in the union receives' the
same treatment. This will replace
the present "13" Card ceilings of 325
miles a month in the East, 435 miles
in the Midwest, and 400 miles in
the far West.

ft

ingredients give
Goes farther, covers better, wears longer. Expensive quality
of three!
a hard, long-lasting surface and two coati actually do the work
Guaranteed satisfaction. Also in attractive oolors.
•

L

Firestone Home & Auto Supplies :

S.

You Are Invited To Hear Our Pastor
•
•

6
•

Tile picture at right was used by the
church that' advertised the first reviv41
meeting B. B. Sawyer eve-r—conducted.
This was in August 1934.

—

o—

`a r•-•':-

The picture at left shows the results
of this same revival. Rev Sawyer is stand.
left of the row n wain
at the extremegI
ter. Next to him is his brother, the first
perion he ever baptized. The next is a
brother and the next two are his sisters.

•

•
•
•
REV. B. B. SAWYER

We, the members of the First Baptist Church, Murray, invite
you to attend our revival June 10-24 and hear our Pastor, as he
will be the evangelist. Professor Inman Johnson, Professor of
Sacred Music at the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, of
Louisville, Kentucky, will direct the singing. Services at 10:00
a. m. and 8:00 p. m.
• di
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(Paid for by the Sunday School Class he teaches)
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FOR

SALE OR TRADE -One prac- FOR SALE-See Ward's fur truck
tical 8-foot Case tractor wheat and passenger tires: all sizes in
' binder in rubber. t- 1-2 miles passentage - Also Plenty of 825 by
tr. west of Hazel -Glenn Eciwiri Pas- 20's and 1009 by 20's-MontgoMeryFOR SALE 7inl4p Ward. _Mayfield, Ky, telephone
suite: good condition. 1101 West chall.
801..
JnI4c
Poplar. Phone -313--Kelly Woods 1
FOR SAL'E--bne work bench and
vise, price $12; two car motors and FUNERAL DESIGNS AND CUT
FOR SALE-South American Seed
boat propeller, two study tables FLOWERS - The Huie Flower
Popcorn, state tested. 98 per cent
Shop. "Eaf• and Carrie
Pearl
and one love seat. Call 100-Mrs
Sernuarisiaala,41iLnAseiec
.
15c
Jima, South 35th Street. toteialwne
-13- IlutrercrorTh
per pound Have some second
479
tf
year Hybrid at 20c per pound -- TIME- Saturday. June S. ISIS
R. M Miller, phone 280-J.
lp PLACE-Morris Building on west
side of the square
RI MMAGE
PIANOS--You cats buy a real good
SALE-Many useful and hard to
piano in good tune, guaranteed
get items. Avail s ourself of this PLYMOUTH MOTORS and Chevand delivered, from- $105 up-Har- oppartunity.
Sponsored by Base- rolet shock absorbers now availary Edwards. 426 So 6th St.. Padu- ness
and Professional
Woman's ble in small quantities. See Cable
• tab. Ky..
Jn2lp Club.
le & Miles. phone 485.
lc
FOR SALE-Refrigerator. 75-lb FOR. SALE - A Farmall
tractor
FUNERAL DESIGNS 'AND POT
size, nearly new phone 180-R a lp with breaking plows,
discs and
PLANTS-The Huie Flower Shop.
cultivators
-Raymond
Phelps.
RtFOR SALE-A 5-room house. bath,
_a,Eaf" and Carrie Pearl Hine, So.
J-n7p
garage. venetian blinds, heater. It 3.
15th St. Phone 479.
tf
Five Points Two lots, each'95 by FOR SALE-8-room house, lovely
100 feet. 54.000
Mrs. Curtis
location. on Main St.. half way OPEN
FOR GRINDING,
Copeland.
lp
between college and down town. ' corn
crushing, fertilizer
Lot 80x365 leet Phone 20412.
tf
and feeds- Bagwell Mill,
FOR - SALE.s--36 model Chevroletquarter mile north of Alone
i_Sta.n441V.__Q_vsKI__motor, new,t1res_..TAr,nfT DEFY nm-.AT
crossing on Benton HighSee Mrs J R. West. 201 North TIC FANS. See us now.-Kirk A
way,
JR7p
kifth Street.
ip Pool & Co.
Jn7e
INCREASE YOUR PROFITS with
Helm's
Government
Approved
Chicks. Pullorum controlled. Improved-tor yes wth America's
heaviest laying strains. R.P.O. sired rnatissaa Sexed-chicitens. Free
brooding bulletin-Helm's Chicks.
Paducah. Ky.
July 30p

For Sale

Services Offered

54 4

whatever you n•ed

REFRIGERATORS. ELEC TRIC
RANGES and Appliances repaired Also douse wiring - Barnett
Electric and Refrigerator Service.
403 afaple.
Phone 698-W1 or
5!
,
tf

FARM EQUIPMENT
OR FEED
you'll find it all

Rig/a Wete
CHECK

THE

BIG

FOLLOWING

ITEMS

TIMELY

STREAMLINED WRECKER SERVICE_ New equipment; 24-hour,
fast. dependable Wrecker Service.
Charges reasonable. Day phone
97. Night phone 424-Porter Motory Company, Chevrolet Sales and
Service.
UNWANTED HAIR 'REMOVED
from face, arms, and legs by the
modern method of Electrolysis approved by physicians This
method is permanent a n d painless. Cyrene Witt.ams. RN, Phone
162-W
523

R•ody to Lay

5414

PULL ETS

ARE THE MOST

PROFITABLE

MONUMENTS
Coat ul by gsteno your pallets
' La the neat EARLY ... with
growth and ingot for lasting
•gg prodastioa A
camqpiaim Wed..

low cost
galas-tact • why it's ItaPoriaa1
to ties a food that s buta to do Me
sob, quickly and economically, on tile Purina Pica
PURINA

•dd‘
HOW
GET YOUR IP

Our rapplies of tau
AA killing-power
ore now good,
only lc per
day par obw. Order
now.

day per cow. Get
your rupply now.

LIVESTOCK SPRAY LIVESTOCK SPRAY

it

FOR RENT--Furnished apartment.
The United States Employment
3 rooms and bath. Phone 100.- Service asks all employers when
Mrs.-1aDa ilutterworth.
lc in nerd of additional workers to
call on the representative in the
FOR SALE-A new 4-wheeled trailCourt House at Murray, each Moner-wagon. It has good
19-inch day,
from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
tires with four new tubes. I will
The office is in a position to
sell it cheaply.-'-.J. 0. Wimberly. furnish almost
any type of work1100-Wert-Ma11.
lp er desired, clerical, skilled, or unFOR RENT-Furnished apartment: skilled labor, due to cutbacks in
industrial - centers
and
also two furnished bedrooms-301 •larger
North 16th St., phone 676-M. - workers. It also arts as Information Center for returning veterMrs Joe B Smith.
lc
ans, assisting them in obtaining
jobs and - furnishing current ' au,
thentic information, or.
- referring
to other agencies for any assistance
tisey might desire.
LOST-One brown billfold with the
name J. S. Henson, and papers
SPORTSIKANS CLUB TO HOLD
bearing this name. ke/i_de• 24.1)!_rs;
MRF'IING tEtDAY NIGHTbillfold contained $20000 in bills
The Calloway County ConservaLost in Kroger Store on Moir
tion Club will hold its regular
Street. June 5. Reward if returnmeeting Tuesday night. June 12, A
ed to Mr Herison's niece, Lola
8 o'clock
All members and others
Barton, 1311 west Maui Street.
interested in this work are cordialMurray, Ky.
ip ly invited to attend,
officials of
LOST-Left in front of Wallis Drug the club said
The meet will be held at the City
Saturday night, one baby stroller.any information notify Thomas H Hall

Lost and Found

REPRESENTATIVE
T 0." TURNER
-SHERIFF
CHARLIE B. ADAMS
WKNDELL B. PATTERSON
J. L FOX
L. I. FLORA

MEMORIALS

PURINA

•

Employment
Office of Service
Here Each Monday

For Rent

PLUMBING. HEATING, SHEET
METAL, ELECTRIC MATERIAL
STOKERS- H. E. Jenkins.' Telephone 498
tf

killing power
-also repels flies.
Costs only le per

in;

* PURINA

KILL FLIES!
AA

'Calloway County Monument.Compuny. Vester A Orr. sales mans- ger. Phone 85 West Main Suet.
Extended,

COUNTY JUDGE
PINK G. CURD

A check-up shows that all large
tobacco yields in Taylor county
last year followed turned-under
crops of crimson clover. _vetch or
ether' crepe.

Keep 'Em in th• Collar ...

PURINA OMOLENE

CITY JUDGE
1-. ROBERTSON
HMI MURRELL
COUNTY COURT CLERK
LESTER G. NANNEY

Mule feed made especially for mules'
Three bags feed an average mule one
p 'ern in condition
month. Bullt to

CINDER BLOCKS
754 Delivered
16 3-4c
:So or less at Yard
18c
small Lots Delivered
20e
SEE I'S FOR CINDER
BUILDING BLOCKS
Any Quantity. One Block or
1,000

ECONOMY FEED STORE
TELEPHONE 575

,••

Ross Feed Co.
110 N. Third St.

MAGISTRATE
Wadesboro District
LEE BARNETT
Hazel DistHet
I. N MOODY
Murray District
E G. MOODY
GATLIN CLOPTON
CECIL HOLLAND
Concord District
JOE B: McCULSTON
W. A. PATTERSON
JAILER
R H 'ROB, LAMB
SETH COOPER

-anasammaalm..

Murray Live Stock Company

Claim!

COURT CLERK
1)EWEY RAGSDALE

The Best Market in West Kentucky
AUDREY W. SIMMONS, Owner-Manager

TAI COMMISSIONER
CLAUDE ANDERSON

SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:00 O'CLOCK

For the Highest Prices, Sell-Your Stock Here
SALES REPORT FOR JUNE 5, 1945

Stock Cattle

Total Head Sold

-Milk Cows, per head

3_5.00-117J00

685

9.004. 14.70-

15.30-

BeNt Spring Lambs

115.00-

Short F• ed Steers
.••
Baby Beeves-

12.00- 14.00

Medium Spring Lainbs

12.00- 14.00

ONE DAY SERVICE
Tube Repair large injuries
• Grade 1 Tires
g Used Tires
• First Line Tubes

12.50-•15.00

Fat Cows

8.50- 12.00

Canners and Cutters

5700-

Bung

Plans for a 1946 Kiwania-4-H
Club strawberry festival
were
made in
Jackson county
when
Tyrier Kiwaniaris supplied 68 4H'ers with strawberry plants

RECAPPING and
VULCANIZING

Long Fed Steerg

,HOG$
140 to 350 pounds

R.00

8.00- 12.00

.•
14.35-

k•

itough4

Mrs.C. C.Salmon
hurt In Explosion
_Mrs. C. C. Salmon, of near Stel-

la, was injured seriously Monday
night in the explosion of a pressure cooker The blast broke her
glasses and a glass splinter entered
her lett eyeball.
Reports Wednesday 'night said
I WANT TO BUY typewriters, adding machines. cash registers and the eyeball will have to be reused office furniture, - Kirk. A. moved.
Pool, 509 Main St., or
phone
60

I

BROILER WOW

LIVESTOCK SPRAY
REQUIREMENTS NOW!!

Wanted

I.

HALE SERVICE
STATION
-

9.00- 13.'60

Tait Highway

4

/N1+WesPakrof.
St. Louis. Ms . formerly of Mut-.
ray, on the arrival of a baby girl
On ,May 36-named Carele Jeep,
Pvt. Parker has been overseas
with Patton's Third Army sitiee
,January. Mrs. Parker is,the form( r Mas Thara Lee Ray.

.

No. 413. 50-acre farnj; 45 acres
cleared and 5 acres In timber, onequarter mile west of Murray-Hazel
Highway, and tvo miles northoest
of Hazel. $3,500. Half cash,
•••••

No. 485. 10 acres good
land, all under hog fence. A
real home; 6-room house
newly decorated; solid foundation; nice garage shed,
chicken house asd itirooder
house; new 6-stall stock
barn. Just a mile from the
corporation line. A retitle
home. House has built in
cabinets, electricity, closets; on school bus, mail and
milk route; facing on black
top. Priced right. $6,000.
Possession in 60 days.
No. 416. 42 1-2 acre farm, sule
mile south of Puryear. Tenn. /Facing on black top highway; eight
rooms. hardwood floors: het and
cold water, electric lightl; nice
brooder house, chicken hotline, stock
barn, and two tenant houses bringing $10 per month. A real country home On mail, school and tom
route. $10,500

Chapter Chairman, Vice Chairman. Treasurer, Secretary, and Executive Secretary.
Every person within the trerftory of -the Chapter who has
paid Red Cross membership dues
within a year is a member of, the
Chapter and is expected to attcnd
and vote at ,this meeting.

. „.
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Schou
work,
input

lj me
that

The
lion
which
ident,
peels
yaign

las H
under

ed) to the highest bidder MONDAY, JUNE
11, at 2 p.m.
Sale will be held on
the ground.

20c
Roosters
32c
Fryers
34c
I Eggs
Prices subject to change
without notice

PRENTI'CE LASSITER
County School Supt.

Boggess Produce Co.
111

1

Get this value and
be sure of frup

r-

oto
FRESH TODAY
(locked -Fresh Every Day

24 LOAF°uNc

MORE VITAMINS
than in 9 out of 10 other
white breads. It's Thironenriched!

lA

A
•••••••

HALF POUND
BOX

37'
ICED TEA
6 COXES
23'
MATCHES FINEST BRAND
21 3-I.B. BAG 59e
COFFEE Spotlight Brand ,POUND
Club or Packers 29c No 2 can I3c
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE C.-;6-oz.
can
COUNTRY CLUB
.
25-Pound Sack,$1.07

FLOUR

Home 'Style
.
KROGER'S CLOCK
Large 1 1/2-lb. Loaf I Øc

BREAD

TOMATO JUICE 10c

APRICOTS

Large
No. 2
tan

CAMPBELL'S MUSHROOM

FANCY QUALITY

Large

PUMPKIN

2

FANCY QUALITY

SOUP

‘
'
o. 2

can

16

No. I can

ALON SELF POLISHING

SAN-CO WHOLE

Glass

kslaTCH FEEI13400lbs2b;

PURE PENNSYLVANIA
20-30-40-50
10
Weights
Quarts

MASON BALL

JARS Dozen cits 65c

PtS

55c

13'

•

•

BROOKS SOUTHERN STYLE
Large 14-oz.
bottle

CATSUP
POUND
HEAD

can

21'

No.

ii0OR WAX Pmt 21
WATERMELONS
CAULIFLOWER

OIL

STARTING-GROWING
100 Pounds

MASH

$3 45

•

Q11 : TEXAS ONIONS

ONION SETS
NEW
CABBAGE lb

6`

3 I"

17c

POTATOES Pund6

A. L. RHODES
Rental and Real Estate Sales
C. W. RHODES
A. L. RHODIRS
Murray. Kentucky

ER
Guaranteed Foods

Telephone 249
or see
1. M. MARSHALL
Haael Kentucky

, a

-
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- Well, throw :at-IMI.2 more coal on
the,. fire, folks. The weatherman
says we'll have to wait till Saturday Lafore the thermometer agrees
7
with the calendar.
Further national recognition of Lexington offices of OPA appreThis a ecent June weather has
effort
record
made
by
the
Kentucky's all out war
ciate the fine
breaking-sall sorts of official
was exemplified recently when several divisions of the state gov- been
last the temperaGeorge H. Goodman, state admin- ernment in conservation of auto. re-sorda, but ,at
things
istrator for the Office of Price mobile mileage. He particularly ture is on the rise and
Administration, presented to Gov- complimented Governor Willis will be back to -normal by next
ernor Simeon Hillis and J. Ste- and Mr. Watkins for the "Tine week.
- ---phen Watkins, commissioner of contribution to the war effort."
highways, OPA's "Award
of Governor Willis in accepting the QUARTERLY CONFER1iNCE
Merit" for reducing official au- award thanked Mr. Goodman AT OLIVE JUNE 9
tomobile mileage for 1944 by 40 and expressed hope that a better
Or, Clark will hold the third
percent, representing a saving of record would be forthcoming in
QuarLrla - Confdence at Olive
approximately $630.000. In a short 1945. In the above photograph Fettordeesa---tver-somainher is -urged
talk presenting the award Mr. of the presentation is Mr. Wat- to be present with his report.
Goodman said Kentucky was the kins, Governor Willis, Mr. GoodRev. Clark will preath at SS
eleventh state. to receive the man and E. Reed Wilson, OPA
am. Dinner on the ground at
award.- that the Louisville aa4 idirector at Lexington. •
noon. The business will be in the
ternoon.
•
t One 80-mile pipeline constructed.
Let's make this a great day.
by' the Army in Italy handles 4.500
Henry Smith, Pastor
gasoline
daily.
barrels
of
The annual meeting or Calloway
County Chapter -of American Red,
Cross will be on JtUts 16, at 2:30
Will pay cash delivered
p.m., in the main room of the
Fri. and Sat., June 8-9
Court House for the purpose of
Will 8211 school house
Urns
261 2c
Heavy
electing the following officers for
(colorat PINE BLUFF
the corning year:
261.2c
Leghorn Hens

IS
EN D
I_ EBR'
AG
s p EKCRIO

No 477 64 1-2 acre farm, good
level land. 60 acres cleared, plenty
of timber to take care of the place.
10 acres branch bottom. good 5.
room house; 6-stall stock
barn;
one of the best tobacco barns in the
county
On
Kirke's- highway;
Prettiest country homes in the
county; has road on three sides.
Too miles soath of Kirksey; on
mail. milk, and school routes; and
has electric lights in house. Good
price
No. 481 One acre of ground and
a 3-room rouse and outbuildings;
three-quarters of a mile north of
Five Points. This is a neo home.
Solid foundation: good well ester.
A real place for a small home.
$2,000, half cash.

The

'More Coal On!

REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE
Ne. 474. One 51-acre farm. 40
acres cleared. 10 acres in branch
bottom; five room house: good 6stall stork been. tobacco barn and
other outbuildings. Branch eater
for stork, running water the year
round
On mail and milk route;
well fenced. Teo and
one half
miles southeast of Hazel
$4,000.
Half cash, balance on time,

Pr

Mr. ands Mrs: J. K. Harrison, a
daught,r, born' June 3.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Key, a datie,hter, born June 1.
•

ration of a ladies' rest room, but
no action was taken.

NEEDED--Man or woman to tile
over established route distributing
medicines, home remedies, insecticides. disinfectants, animal foods.
tonics, arid food products. Home
medication, buying at home, increases demand.
Good
profits.
Write Rawleigh's, Dept. KyF-181187. Freeport, Ill.
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The Ledger'
Congratulates

Kentucky Wins OPA War Effort Award

-NOTIL:F.:
tiwt1Ce with Kenai
tucks; Statutes. Sections 25 195 and . - The -Mira-- sotiet -Air Calloway'
county
met Tuesday morning. June
25200: Notice is hereby given that,
a leport of final settlement of &es. 5. and acted on routine business,
counts was on May 28, 1945, filed by Judge C. A. Hale alimainced TuesMrs. Nettie Oliver. administratrix , day.
for Mildred Oliver. deceased, and
that the same has been approvedi "It was a very successful meetby the•Calloway. Cs9unty Court and I ing," said Mr. Hale, "and we'll be
ordered filed to lie over for except able to close up the year with all
tions. Any person desiring to tire bills paid and money to carry
any exception thereto will do so on over.:
or before June 25, 1945. or be forThe fiscal year ends on June
ever barred. Witness my hand this
28th day of May. 1945.-By Mary 30, and the court will have one
Russell Williams, County Court more meeting on June 29.
Clerk, Calloway' County,
e court also discussed prepa-

Crider at Superior Cleaners. • lp
Murray Marble Si Granite Works
Eat Maple St. near Depot. Tele- LOST-▪ Brown milk goat with a
short rope on- nark if found no-phone 121 Porter White and L. b
tify Gladys Jones, 203 North 2isti
Outland, Managers.
SIreet. Murray
lg
WANTED- Mattresses to rebuild.
We will pick up your old mattresses and make them new. ‘tinolincernent
Paris Mattress Co. G S Jackson.
336 E ,Washington St. Parts, Tema
The Ledger & Times is author.
Phone 979-W, day phone 3
tf
ized to announce the following
POST WAR. As soon as available candidates, subject to the action of
we will have a compiete line of the Democratic Primary, Saturday,
Westinghouse Electrical Appliance. August 4, 1945:
also complete line of Gas applianCOUNTY ATTORNEY
ces to be used with Shellane BotLT ALVIN-H. KOPPERUD
tled Gas Purdom Hardware, North
WAYLON'' RAYBURN 5th Street
JOE WEARS
tf

Broder profits depend cc

PURINA

GROWENA

Fiscal Court Has
Successful Meeting

Notices

p
fer 1w
7cird, dminT
imum chahrgie
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THURSDAY, MAY 31, 1945

mass, MURRAY,
KENTUCKY
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home" to those here

and

far

"A letter from
away — from friends in Calloway County — A
neighbors and progressive citizens
place of good
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Progress Made In Collecting Funds For Three Lassiter Brothers Serve With Army Overseas
The War Memorial Gymnasium of
Dotiglas High School
The Community-Wide Committee
Ong a Memorial Gym f
urn for • Douglas High School
rret in :ht. Bunk of Murray buildje a en May 22. having be n call111iresident Chte
fete, S- eber, for discussion of
Ltein..s,; and reports.
Bryan Tolley, treasurer, reported a tutel of $1 215.38 on hand to
Crde. Cf thie sum, $75328 has bten
cant;ibuted by the Parent-Teachthe faculty, and
ers
siulent body of Dowlas High
The Community GymScheel
High
bre.,:arn Club of Deuglas
Sellout had nut yet completed it.
work, --but it will soon have an
important announcement to make
c nicer nine the .r. sults of the weekly meetings and the loyal work of
that ureanization. •
Parent-Teachers AssociaThe
tion of Douglas High School, of
Which Mrs. Peola Skinner is president, has raised $450.80 and expects swirl to complete its cam.raien fur $500. the goal set last
fall. The -students of the Douglas High School Gymnasium Club,
under the snoneoeship of three

a
LAXATIVE?
Need

Black-Draught III
1-Usually prompt
2-Usually thorough
3-Always •conomical

25
to
40

,ange

doses
only
25

CO.
It• -1-1
Get

01°

BLACK-DRAUGHT
C

•

••• •

to,.

faculty members Coach L. P. Mille', Priss I,. M. Thomas, and Prof
B. Tmslev, coneabuted $152 61
Three ter chers. Mrs. E. Jacob,
King, Mrs. Fannie Willis, and Mr,
R. M. - Smith, the sponsors of tl.
Douglas Elementary dymnashe
Club. helped their geide studen ,
bring in g..tutaLot.$150.00 Sac the.
Too much prat
contribution.
ean
net be given to all the
leaders an.I workers III this worth.
••au,e.
In atflitien to the $753
which
has b. en
the
turned over ,y
Negro citizens of Murray, other
;tuns have been cellected by earliest; groups of white citizens who
are interested in securing a much
needed gymnasium and youth cent r for the Douglas High School,
community. The Magazine Club,
the American Association of University Women of Murray, the
Junior Chamber of Commerce, the
Mothers' Club of- the Training
School are some of these contributors. The Lions Club if Murray
rec ntly sent a check for $181.25.
Other projects are now being discussed by different clubs of the
town aria, county for increasing
on
hand to
the $1,215.38 now
Five commit.
$3000 by July
tees were appointed by Mr. Seeber
to work toward this aim Genuine
enthusiasm is being aroused among
the gitizens uf Murray. and the
erection of a gyn.sasium on the
Douglas High Eahoul campus in
the early post-war period seems
new assured, according to the reports released at the meeting Tuesday.
PLANTS MATURE EARLY!
--- Duncan, Dexter,
Folic.
Mrs
Route 1. Was In the office Friday
morning with an Unusual plant --a
hog weed- which had seeded. According to Mrs. Duncan this is an
indleation of early frost.

Girl Scout News

Lynn Grove
The Girl Scouts took their first
train trip to Paris. Tenn.. Friday.
May 25. Ws left Murray on the
LOUISVILLE, Ky., May 29-9:08 train. The girls bought thelu Federal Judge Shackeiiora Miller
Mrs. Bun Swann
own tickets.
,tuday set June 8 for the execution
headed the group and Mrs. Lock- of Thomas H. Robinson, jr., conhart was also present.
victed f the $50.000 ransom kid, After an enjoyeble ride to Paris, naping of Mrs. Alice SI:e_ed Stoll
. the girls stored their lunches in here in 1934.
the cuu:t house ther_ and went
The 27-year-old • former Nash.
city.
the
through
.ight-seeing
ville, Tenn., law student will be
• where each bought souvenirs. The executed in Kentucky's electric
girls liked the town very much chair at the state prison at Eddyand the People were very nice.
ville. His death will tiring to an
About 12 o'clock we got our ,-_nd a long legal battle in which he
lun.hes and went to the park. gambled a life term at Alcatraz
where we ale. Rain fell most of federal prison against the death
the afternoon, so we went to a sentence or acquittal--and lost.
movie.

He is a gaduate of the Murray
Sgt. John T. Lair...iter was inducted into the service Atitil 4. '41. He Training School and before enterceceived his military training at ing the service he was engaged in
Camp Shelby. Mies.. Camp Cerra- framing in this county.
belle. Fla., and Camp Livingston,
S-Set; Dan W. Lassiter volunLa. ._.
teered :or .tweviee S plumb, r, '42.
Sgt Lassiter went. oyergeas Jantraanng ht Campuary, 1944, and has been stationed Ile tea fva It s
boy, Ind an] Camp Chatin the Hawaiian Islands, New
was sent overseas
Guinea, Leyte. and is now on Lu- Li' J ii , I a. lie
zon. He is it enember of the 149th Ap.ii ft, 1943.
eight
spent
I as.sit• r
S-Set
Infantry Regiment of the 38th
-a ant is now
"Cyclone" Division, Which follow; reetehr, in I:erth
ith . the 5th Army in
od .a torturous, route believed statleried
never to have been, trod by a Italy as Company Clerk for 2nd
white man to seal off retreat of -The Hq.. 338th Efigrs.
Murray
from
graduated
lie
Japs from Zigzag PaSS, where the
38th Division first won the .title Training School and attended Murray State •College and Lowling
of "Avengers of Bataan"..
Be--He is the oldest son of Mr. and Green Business University.
Mrs. James R. Lassiter and is fore entring the,, service_ he was
married tithe farmer Anna- 'Mae' employed as ate - aeconntant v-ith
Bailey, who reaides with the sol- West Virginia Coal di Coke Company in Omar, W. Va. He is mardier's parents

J.
tne ioimer
red
who makes her home with her pan re, in West Virginia quaine the
ere-. ef Sgt. Lassiter. Pvt. James P. Lessner5 youngcet
shn of Mr and Mrs. James tt. Las- tiller, was inducted into the serIroVirtriber R. 1942. Ste rem...reed
his treMing at Fort Henning, Ga.,
Not Springs. Ark., and C1111) Get-don. Ga. He was leot ev:rseas the
bet of August, 1944.
Pet_ Lassiter has been -*tat-naiad
in France, Luxembourg and is now
with the 10th Armored "Tiger" Diserving with General PatArmy in Germany.
lie is a graduate of Murray
Training School and attended Murexling
ray Stat. College andBeGreen Business University.
fore entering the service he was
employed he K 0 W. at Piducah,

eb

All the-girls enjoyed the trip very
much. Fez some of us it was our.
first train trip and it proved not
but educa"ional
only enjoyable

also.
We will all be looking forward
to our next trip which we hope
will be in the near future.
Our next meeting will be held
June 9, and all girls are ask to be
Edna Tinsley,. Scout Scribe

Himmler Buried
Unceremoniously
In German- Soil

Ky.

Three Sons of Mrs. Zora Woods In Armed Services

FARMERS
Repair your Tractors and Farm
Machinery NOW
as parts are hard to obtain

J. T. TAYLOR
Implement Co.
Sputh Fourth Street

Telephone 289-J

Sgt. Orville Woods was inducted
eto the armed forces in October,
43 and has been overseas since
He is serving with
February. '44
• he Signal Corps and has been in
:- ngland,•France, Luxembourg. and
iermany.
He attended Murray -Training
School and was employed in the
inceton Hosiery Mill befctre en-.
. tering service. He is mantled to
the former Miss Lois Hodges, Detroit.
The Ghent Homemakers* Club
In Carroll county made 432 kit
bags for servicemen.

FATHER'S DAY

Cpl. Otis Woods was inducted
into service in October 13. He
trained at Camp Ord, Calif. before
going to the South Pacific in January of '45, lie Is with the Signal Corps.
Befpre entering service he was
employed in ,defense work m Detroit. His wife, the former Miss
Hilda Jckhrison, resides in Detroit.
"-

James 0. Burkeen,
Rob L. Staples Win
Poultry Awards
James Al Burkeen. Murray, and
Rob L. Staples, Kirksey, won district awards in the annual poultry
record contest of the Future Farmers of America .announced W. R.
Tabb of the University of Kentucky.
Burkeen won first place and

Let's Give Him Something a Little Different This Year
/‘
.c.

• Swivel Chair

• Elsiiid Foam Rubber Chair Cushion
• Ash Trays

Just for Fun:
• Boat Oars and Paddles
• Tennis Racket
18

• Hunting Knife
• Life Preserver float Cushion
• Badminton Set

•

Fishing Tackle

• Fishing Hat
• Swim Trunks
• Knapsack

SATISFACTORY SERVICE AND ASSURANCE
THAT YOUR CAR WILL STAY
ON THE ROAD
•

DRIVE IN
LET US SERVICE YOUR AUTOMOBILE

WOODMEN T WORLD
Life Insurance Society

wmpl•.••••

FAN to
FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY:—Get an ATTIC
TE DELIVERY.nights this summer and years to come. IMMEDIA

ASSETS OVER $141.000.000

SERVICE STATION

el. B. Blalock, Murray, Ky., Telephone 14

Kirk A. Pool & Co.

A

Arthitr_Hatgis. Pottertown
Glin Jeffrey. Murray
Fred Paschall, Lynn Grove
W. C. Robinson, Dexter

Phone 60

Murray, Ky.

MUNDAY'S

OMAHA, NEBRASKA

enjoy , cool

I

•

There i. u type of Woodmen Life Inrurance Certificate that
exactly meet: the *weds of you, Huns for building your own
or your family'. future fhni,i.sl security. Let the local
Woodmen RCP...CAM! c tell you about it and the many
member of the Woodmen
other benefits you receit .1.
Satiety.

• Minnow Seine

IS A SIGN OF

Quality Products!

Today. several Eniadrcd thetisand members Of some 8,003
local Wcolmcn Camps hold nearly 400 million dollars of
Woodmen insurciace proteciicn. Their number is still
growing, the Society enjoying its gr3atest growth in 25
- years in 1944. Its assets, exceeding 146 million dollars,
make it the world's financially-strongest fraternal beneficiary society and amply safeguard the insurance protection held by its members.

• Metal Fishing Box

STANDARD

Back the attack! Buy War Bondisi

On June 6. the Woodmen Sc:laty becatri3 55 years
YOUNG.
Woodmen are proud of their Scciety's record of growth
through eerviee. The hcp3 of its founders in 1890 that the
Society wnuld provide sound fratesnal insurance protection, plus the many beneLia of fraternalism to scores of
thousandc of m.:mber:i is a "cream ccme true.-

• Beautiful Flourescent Desk Lamp

19

Staples third, thereby receiving a
cash award from the Kroger Grocery and Baking Company. Each
year high school boys in their agricultural courses keep records of
their home projects under direc_ ale the Smith-Hughes agricultural instructors.
These two winners will continue
their flock records for the state
contest about Jury 1.

nd still sgroning
a—

PI I

Lovett, • better
Daniel
John
known to his many friends here as
"Johnny". the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe T. Lovett. is a star track performer at Miami University, • Oxford, Ohio, where he is a student
of medicine in the Navy V-12 unit.
In a recent track meet, Johnny.;
won" the 100-yatd" daite -In --lilt
the =0 yard event in :22.7. and
was anchor man on the 880-yard
relay winning team.
Johnny formerly attended Murray High schooF where he was a
stellar hardwood artist. Later he
attended school, at Columbus. 0., .
where his outstanding athletic
Robinson was brought here last ability drew- high comenend.ation
at
night, from the federal prison
from sports veterans of that entire
Alan, Mich., was taken .before area.
Judge Miller in District Court for
Miami University coaches. after
brief proceedings and then was viewing his outstanding track perrushed away to the state prison in ea mantes, are zealously hounding
southweL:tern Kentucky to await Johnny to report for football and
his execution.
basketball this fall, however, the
young athlete is an ardent student
They walked out the door and of medicine and declares • he will
interfere with his
around behind and _dumped the nut let _anythir
body in@ a one-ton army truek academic work,
alongside three spades. The truck
Wheat and barley in Christian
roared off.
with cyanimid
The burial party drove out into county, top-dressed
are said to
some woods—just where must re- or ammonium nitrate,
be as-good or better than last year.
main a secret.

Sgt. Ulis Woods was inducted into the army in April, 1943. He - is
an engineer with the Ninth Army,
and has been overseas since January. '1944. He has seen service
in Englantr France.. Belgium. Holland and Germany.
Sgt. Woods recently wes re.
sented the Bronze Star and we“
three campaign stars.

55 Yeats Toting

For His Office or Home:

John D. Lovett Is
Ace Track Performer
at Miami University

The body of Henrich Himrnler
Was returned unceremoniously Saturday to the soil of Germany
whieh he stained with the blood
of thousands of victims of . his
Gestapo.
."Let the worm go to the worms."
was his only requiem, spokenly by
Brtesh- soldier who had to dig
his secret grave.
Himmler's body had laid for two
days where it fell after he took
poison Wednesday rath.er ethan
face trial as a war criminal.
A senior intelligence officer • was
given instructions to dispose -of
the body as he saw fit. He saw
fit to make it as unceremonious
as possible.
A major and three sergeants
were 'summoned to the villa where
the SS and Gestapo chieftain took
his life
The .sergeants grabbed the body
--still wrapped in the grey British army blanket Himmler wore
when he faced his captors- by
the head and feet. as

Buy that extra War Bond nowl
—
—

Our Mechanic and Welder
FRED R. TACKETT
has had years of experience in this
profession

Robinson Scheduled
To Die In Chair At
EcIdyville June 8

-

Lawson R. Sanders, Kirksey
0. B. Turnbow, Hazel
H. E. Wilson. Newberg
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Another Dream Comes True

RATIONING AT A
GLANCE

There is an article in the Reader's Digest this month
that concerns the President's idea of community development. The story is called "The Man From Missouri." We
quote: "I asked Mr. Truman what he believed in moat. Meats. Fats — Red Stamps E2
He said right away,'The Sermon on the Mount -and that
through J2, last date for use
isn't just a religious answer.' He went on to assert that
June 90
110 individuals, communities ors countries ever got anyRed Stamps K2 through P2, last
where that didn't observe the Golden Rule, that didn't
date for use July 31
maintain a sense of decency about other individuals, coca- Red Stamps Q2 through U2. last
date for use August 31
munities and countries. 'Look sit Hitler. His word wasn't
good, so he got nowhere, finally.' He added somewhat Red Stamps V2 through Z2, last
ruefully that, human nature belt* what it is, a lot of folks Procdeasste,Idf'Fr use.Se_Bpltni3r
30 N2
Stamps
just can't help being 'pirates at heart.' But 'let's try to
through S2, last date for use
help 'em get over it.'
June 30
"Mr. Truman's political philosophy seemed to run
Blue Stamps T2 through X2,
la* thiits- ,The art-, or science, of government depends ots ----bat-date fur IL!! ALLY 3-17
—
the art, or science. of 'politics; and politics depends first, Blue Stamps Y2. 22. Al. B1, C.
last date fur use August 31
kist and all the time on human relationahips, which in
Blue Stamps DI through H-. last
turn depend. in essence, on doing things which will benefit
date fur use. September 30
the people and which they believed to be right."
Sugar Stamp- Stamp 36, last date
The government is composed of a lot of common ties
for use August 31
like ours.
Fuel Oil—Period 1, 2, 3. 4. and 5

received word last week of the
death of her sister Mrs. Nan
Steeley of Paris. Tenn. Mrs. Maynard is the grandmother of Ivy
Bishop. Both deaths were on the
same day.
Mr. Moodl Wheatley ot near
Blood River Church died last
week.- Funeral services were held
at the Concord Church of Christ.
and the burial was in that cemftery. Mrs. Thomas Hendon and
Mrs. ichard Hendon of near Concord are surviving daughters.
Jeff Stubblefield, you are welcome back to Macedonia for we
miss you very much.
Pvt. John
Burton
who was
wounded and returned to the states
a few months past, was discharged
from a Louisville hospital last
week.

Pfc. Everette Bucy and wife of
Murray passed through Macedonia
section a few days ago. Pfc. Bucy
is home on furlough. He recentcoupons. good for ten gallons ly returned from an oversea's hosper unit, continue valid through- pital.
out the country for the rest of
Mrs. Pauline Dick Gibson who
the heating year
is employed at Fords in Detroit,
New period 1 coupon in the was married to a Detroiter the
1945-46 ration may be used any- past week. Her small daughter.
time after June I.'
Shirley Ann. resides with her paSheits—Airplane Stamps Nos. 1. rents Mr. and Mrs. Jess Dick of
2. 3. in bookehrcle continue valid near Providence: Congratulations.
indefinitely.
—Ole Maid
•
Ceiling Prices For Early Apples

HEAR' THOUGHTS
I am impressed by the news that
the County Homemakers are working to better conditions of the
ladies rest room in the court house.
I said "Amen." I can remember
other rest rooms ifi the court house
that have been improved in years
past.' Always they return to the
dirt and filth that occupies the
present one. My hat die off to the
women who put this project across.
I will pin 'the flowers 9n the leaders who have the endurance to stay
with the plan to completion. There
is not a place in town for women
to meet their friends and wait in
comfort. -Surety the tetnnen of
the county deserve that consideration.
• • •

By

HART

election would make no differ.
Isn't that an example of
ence
good citizenship?
Having lunch with Governor S.
S. Willis Thursday was fun. He
is a good dinner partner and- talked about things I enjoyed--his
home, his daughter, and a lot of
things that made me know he was
a good friend, and an honest to
goodness man of , thew people. I
made the remark to the hostess,
Mrs. James H. Richmond. that I
was chnvinced that some of the
best people I knew were RepublicansDr. P. A Hart, sitting on
my right, seemed to appreciate the
remark about the Republicans.
• • •
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Rest rooms remina me at what
That reminds Me about what
an army officer said about Murray George said at the meeting in the
recently. "I thought I wanted to court house Monday afternoon. He
make Murray my home until I was commenting on the ,Tapan
smelled the court house". What Stove officials and told the story
an accusation against our people. that Mr. Lamb said the company
Do we actually smell bad?
would bring five good Republicans
• •
down here to live. George said
Whose job is it to put the court he told him that would be all right.
house ifi a good smelling.condition, With his five and Max Hurt that
I don't know, but there is' some- would maze six for this county.
• • •
one who should know the answer,
and I am convinced the women of
One of the 'impressions that the
the Homemakers Club are about Tapan Stove Company got of MurI.' solve the question.
ray was that it is a clean place.
a • •
The officials promised them that it
-T -(LH Ice -ca7h-o. liaaTe not seen Ole' waTd connate TO 158----erealt. That
court yard lately have a treat is a challenge for us to live up.to.
coming. The lawn is beautiful'in I have heard it said, too, that the
blue gtqss and the public is slay- Navy likes Murray because the dising off it and giving it a chance cipline of the men here is easy
to -grow' and -make a beauty spot because CalleWly County and Murin the center of the town. The ray are practically free from' unfountain is working again and can desirable qualities.
• • .•
be reached by a newly laid concrete walk. Here the bouquets
Mr. Caplinger resigned his place
go to the Fiscal Court and the as superintendent of Murray High
Junior Chamber of Commerce.
School last week after 21 years, in
• • ••
the service. He has been here long
I asked Miss Lillian Walters Sat- enough to see the school grow inrday nitcht.-afte,g. the finaLniono tit ane_sstatielliresssa_tbe state...As&
recital given by her students if is to be congratulated orrhis long
there had -been an error on the and efficient work. He is entitled
part •of any student during 'the to a rest -for he has been on- the
series. Stile looked at me wonder: job untiringly. He has seen many
ing4y-as -to-kerne-if-MT s
graduate-from Murwere that good. or 11-I were ignor- ray- High, and has hundreds of
ant of music. I was giving her men and women who will wish
and her students a compliment. -I him rhicppy days ahead, and who
attended all but one, and not one einereinember happy days worktime did the .ctaldren show an er- ing with 1!":1
ray.
re& ..Saturdanight's program
was a ri..7(#11 treat--a joy—the. children were lovely and playfd like
artists.
• • •
The . candidates/ Sheriff are
having fun with ach other. They !
meet in this office occasionally and
have the best time chatting and
joking eaeh- other.- I asked th, ,
one day if they were going
be that good friends after the election.
rit they r,pli$,21 that the

"Today we are aware of the danger of division among
Another dream is coming true in Calloway County the free nations. But we are keenly enough aware of the
this week. Monday afternoon a telephone message division among ourselves. We are accustomed to .think.MarrufaCtiir- ing that such-terms as 'divide and conquer' apply only to
brought the good news that the Tappan Stove .
ing Company had made' the deciaion that this was the groups of nations."
best place in the-fifteen counties-studied, and would locate
in Murray.
Safe Swimming
This is an example of what unified, effort can do.
About tsventy-five years ago, an organized group of men
Summertime swimming offers risks as well as ftm.
and women made a•West Kentucky dream materialize The American Red Cross, through its chapters all over the
Buchanan News
Increased
-when- M(41r.* State Collea w-as located-sit-ere. That-dream country. helm -keep the risks-- at a minimum by offering a
Country shipping point .— ceilings
has•developed into a bl.,,ssing larger and richer than the year-'round .program of instruction and information in
for early apples of the 1945 crop
Miss Betty Jean Clayton spent
most imaginative of us could vision.
water safety and first aid.
have been increased by 68 cents last week
with Mr. and Mrs.
Monday the second dream was made a reality. This,
The Red Cross National Aquatic Schools, which re- per bushel from $285 to $3 58 Woodard Clayton. Puryear. .
too, was due to unified effort -.the work of the Chamber port a record enrollment for the current. Oar: train swim- OPA announced. Under this acMiss .Catherine Sanders,'spent
of Commerce. .Less than three months afterits'orgenizas ming instructors-and program directors in all- phases of tion, retail ceilings to rearly ap- last week with Mr. and Mrs. Herdon. one of the outstanding industries has been secured. water safety. Red Cross representatives visit summer ples will be increased by about a bert Alton.
With the coming of this factory that is recognized as one camps and communities desiring water safety instruction. cent Sod a half a pound. OPA 'Mr. and Mrs Everett Boil' visitsaid. The increase, effective for
ed Mr. and Mrs. Oren fluty and
of the biggest. the fairest, the nicest, and the most des Al Red Cross chapters supply information $covering
-the period from May 29 through
family lett week. Everett is on
sired. Murray has found employment for more thin 500 phases of this prograin.
June 20. 1945 .is mendatory under
men and several women-..:has brought to this community
Since the Red Cross offers to teat 'aisitnming,* it the Stabihation act which pro- few weeks' leave from _the Army.
Mr and Mrs. Bun Clayton spent
an economic security has paved the way for the return would seem timely that early in this season We offer to vides for ceiling increases when
.of Many .of Calloway citizens who are away,.and made the Murray people that the entire season may be well yields are substantially reduced Tuesday night with•Mr. and Mrs.
Alton and.:1•477
an opening-for- the employfn'ent of returning veterans.
spent in the city pool that is opening this week: A number by adverse growing conditions. Herbert
Miss Estelle Clayton. who has
•
Plans maturing like this make us realize more keenly of Red 'Cross classes were taught here last year by Mrs. Storage apples of the 1944 crop are been employed in Detroit. is visitnot. included in this action. OPA
that we are chiefly inIerested that our pople are free- from Clarence Landham.
ing her parents. Mr. and Mrs. ,Tolwant. To realize this fact. we know -that all must have
he Clayton.
-sae
work that guarantees-Hie fleces.eitles of ha any.hOmes. editand Mrs. Wilburn Ch.yton
—NOW Laugh,lrYou Wish
and sons visited Mr. and Mrs. LunCation. health; schools, and churches... Now these may
Blood River News Me Clark. Saturday night.
- be a d more sbonsiantirif-there i* work for all.
Monday the president and- secretars of the 1urra
Mrs. Lottie Clayton and chilThis good thing comes to Murray through the efforts Chamber of Commerce took a visiting industrialist to
Ivy Bishop. son "of Cub Bishop,
of h United people here: particularly through the effort; Kentucky Lake. The industrialist is interested, in locating died last week of a lingering ill- dren and Mrs. Dave Alton visited
Mrs. Ruthie Clayton and children
of the men and women who belong to the Chamber of a stove manufacturing plant in Murray. but first wanted ness. Rev. A. G. Childers con- In
Hazel last week.
Commerce and who stood -together in working on the to tee what recreational faCilities the community could ducted the funeral services at the -- Mr. and Mrs. Claud Lamb. Mr
Methodist
Church
at
Providence
project.
••
offer his employees. The manufacturer was taken for a and interment was in the church and Mrs. Irvin Clayton and chil. Securing an industry for this rural town was one of ride on a Higgins Boat Company's cabin cruiser and was, cemetery.
dren visited Mr. and Mrs. Will
Surviving sisters are
• the first interests of the.Chamber of Commerce.. The May- quite impressed with the lake and its figure. Murray now Mrs. Jim Simmons .with whom he Canady, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs Herbcrt Alton and
or, the president and the setretary of the organization stands a -far better chance of cinching the new manufac- resided, Mrs. Truman Oliver, and
children were Sunday afternoon
Ire to be congratulated. for this achievement.
Mrs.
Charlie
Adams, all of near visitors of
turing concern, it is reported.s4srom the4Kentucky New
Mr and Mrs Ed Alton
Another thing that is important to Murray is an ex- Era.
Providence. - The family formerly
and children.
- pression from those keystrien who wilt make. Murray their
Ed's Islate----We had heard- &heat that trip and know resided near Macedonia and sever- - Mi. and Mrs. James Ray and
Back the Attack
holne. 'The fat they paid the town a compliment by quite. well-the whole crowd enjoyed the visit with the al from this vicinity attended -fu- children spent Saturday night with
By Buying
neral services.
saying they would be happy to live here. What better good neighbors of Hopkinsville. The editor enjoyed
Mr. and Mrs Dennis Lamb.
Mrs_ Mollie Maynard Murray,
--Brownie"
expression could we desire, than that strangers who visit boat trip .on the lake in the handsome cabin cruiser tut
War Bonds!
- us, would,want to call us neighbors and friends?
mOn. With hospitality lite that, and a beautiful -lake
Murray is a progressive town - Calloway is a for- that is being developed with recreational -facilities for all
ward moving count)*
all the citizens make one big in mind, this section
the state will be a mecca for many
family working ,for the common good of ussall - happy hanpy hours.
homes
harp's'. neighbors working for -the -community
and the betterment of canditions - not selfishly for
Civilians at War
riches
but each realizing that the welfare and happiness of our neighbors means happiness to all.
The, Government needs and asks its citizens in the
Murray. through the officials of the Chamber of 183rd week of the war against Japan to:
Commerce. has given her word of honor to find good
Plan to spend your vacation at home and leave railhomes for those k-ey-'men and -their families - we must roads free for increasing- furlough travel and redeploydo that immediately. We want them to be satisfied and ment of men to the Pacific.
tsetse a part of the community. They will have to be com_Serve in your community as- a Price Panel Assistant.
fortably housed. •
-.
.
Volunteers are urgently. needed for the job of holding
It will not be- long before the ground will be broken prices down arid preventing inflation. See your local ra•.."---,: ":1-7 -,.';
for the first budding that is. to be 200x400 feet. That tioning board.
f
will mean employment on The building program. The
X-..),71-ii- •
:r
Make sure of the biggest possible harvest from yo;li
project mean: Worls from the very beginning. Eventually victory,garden, and store and can for your family's needs
a general improvement in that area will be started..
Civilian supplies of canned vegetables will be lower next '
It may mean that street budding will be ettended in winter. ••
that directionraewage will be carried to that section of
town. A generarhuilding program may result from this
one dream that is about to come true,
Being a member of the meeting in the -court .house
Monday afternoon at 5:00 o'clock when the Mayer Called
"""the members of the Chamber of Commerce. together to
announce to them the good news, was an experience .that
Will not
forgotten. Enthusiastic applause gave ex=
pressiots to the happy hearts. An expression of the 'best
group of men and women on earth . . . men and women
.
ANNOUNCING THE
• who, believe in sticking together
who have a philosophy. of life that believes in Kentucky's slogan, "United
We Stand, Divided We Fall."
•
The Ledger ttV Times congratulates eve* man aria
woman, every officer, who had any part in launching and
_P-Xeillfillg_therl an r.0 •Cniitart_antf secure thislirdustrs% .
_Murray. has a• reputation, of being one of the cleanest, loveliest, friendlieat places in the South, and with
tbatfi:istitation goes the fact -that- almost without exception
Service
the town I- frea from factions and frictions. Those qualities aress,ehat-ostike any town desirable. Let's keep upthf
• good work and Ls firm in our conviction,
kiting
-ead
Oth-'r. arid tfo'ilking together.ia.the best Oolicat
There will'be student training at Murray Saturday and Sunday of each week. Also
- our dreams come true!
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Do Your Pot-War Planning Now by
Being , The First To Learn To Fly!
,.

LONG
DISTANCE4

urray Flying

if enough students enroll Ihere will be ships and instructors on the field every day of
the week.

• • The Govirnor Is Now a Kentucky
Lake Booster
We take our hat off to the Chamber of Canimerce
crowd at Murray, ,7 -Gov. Simeon Willis was ih that fine
little city yesterday where he spoke to 'the graduates of
Murtay-State'reaellera -ctillege, What did the boys da to
- belt') entertain the governor?
They took him to Kentucky Lake!
We ran into, him there yesterday afternoon as he
coniadeted a rid, on.,...Consmodore Fran*. Miller's cabin
cruiser.
"What do
thud.. of the lake. Governor?" we
afrked.
,
—71riralisarvelotis lake, it 7- si.w(incierful lake." he replied ,enthusiastiCally.
.01,‘ sss,ly vas impressed with ths
Gavernor
exquisite beattity and thc snormity of the body of water.
and it was evident the place passed his expectations.
.•
rWe've got lots of plans in process of development.ha told 'us. He was referring' th tip State park, 'a project
. we believe Governor Willis thinks -Worthy and a-hi:a h.
Will help to develop.s--Hopkinaville

H. T. SHEFFEY, co-owner and manager of Paducah Flying Service, hag' been flying for 17 years and took
leave of absence from the T.V.A. to enlist in the Army Southeastern Training Command where he spent

It's still a big part
of the war picture

three years as an assistant squadron commander.
_

things done 'til the war is won" is mill
the lug job of Long Distance.

‘I•ettine

Mr. Sheffey will be in Murray all day MONDAY at the CHAMBER OF COMMERCE to take applications in flight training and explain the cost and all methods of instructions to those who are interested.

Sometimes there's an extra liras)* load on certain
circuits, '1 hen the operator will ask your help by
sayityit-.."Please_IptOf your call to 5 minuts*."

Murray Flying Service
H. T. SHEFFEY

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE ANITELEGRAPH COMPANY
INCO4POR
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PFC. BONNER IS WITH AA
HOME ALTER TWO YEARS
I PFC. R. G. MAYNARD
1111fItVES IN &ALT
Japs, the Indianapolis has downed LT. J. W. ERWIN GETS
BATTERY ON LUZON
"
"KAMERADS
'IGNORES
nine enemy .plenes and sunk one HONORABLE DISCHARGE
WITH THE 14TH ANTIAIRtransport.
WITH THE 35TH INFANTRY
I
First Lt. Jamei W. Erwin, Route
CRAFT ARTILLERY COMMAND
e.
GERMANY—Pt
IN
Li:VISION
4, Murray, hes reported to Cemn
ON LUZON—Pte'. Stanley V. BonSERVES IN HAWAII
, Semen G. aleynard. son of Mrs.
Attei bury. Ind.. to reseive an honner, spn of Mr. and Mrs. A. la:
Tenth
South
Illaynalsi:
•
Virgie
(gable discharge from the Army
Homier, 707 Main street. Murray,
Ky., wes withs a
Musesess
ese
disnew
the
Under
s.
tvidi Our ,Service .
Forcten
/
A
,
Air
Ky. is. abeut- to complete a year
44th Arnithe
of
leeticn
sen
90
has
Erwin
Lt.
charge system.
•
°MOW'
of everete-, duty. Pc. Bonner 1;
*kAlia•FT
whis.h iied beasttaliun
e:it:aft
,
tile
than
more
f:ve
points, which is
•esing with an Antiaisc-aft Artil( ene. Last from the long convey
or an honorable
necestery
PFC. E. A. HARRELL AND
e•SGT. BILLY TIDWELL
lery Gun Lett ry as a basic.
rolling . along in del of
-Was
•eat
charge.
S 1-c A. C. KING FIGHT
ENJOYS 30 DAY FURLOUGH
Indus:el October It. 1943, _Pfc.
,
tee retreating. enemy.
Lt. Erwin entered the servize
ON USS INDIANAPOLIS
re.re'.'ed his basic Mena
enBenner
they
afternoon
the
in
Lete
Tidwell,
"Billy"
William
S-Sgt.
two and a half yeil:'S ago and rethee
Okla. After additionSills,
Ft.
where
at
Germany,
Pane,
red
•
of
2,
Tidwell
Route
THE
USS
ABOARD
INDIANAPein of bike
ported to Nashville, T_nn. - He
rrltrein:nt Ut Ft. Ord. Calif., lie
outtheir'
meet
to
sus:posed
furday
IN
OLIS
30
THE
a
WESSOMEWHERE
Murray, is enjoying
later served st Maxwell FlJ. Ala.;
L &paste:: for fereign service 'in,
ft. They drove up ani.duwn the
PACIFIC 'DELAYED)_
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San Francisco. He was chosen for afternoon.
an Wheeler are back in the States reports-, Royce said.' - -show 'that Mrs. Novice Rogers and son are
and therefore I take this method of soliciting your support
this work because of past good
Min Alice Robertson and broth- and A. C. Orr. son of Mr. and the need fdr meeting goals on these visiting their husbands who are
and influence in the same manner as if I had talked with
conduct in the Navy and for his er were Sunday dinner guests of Mrs. Clayton Orr, hopes to be seed crops is.urgent., Prices are employed at work.---"Guess Who"
background and talent. ,
you personally.
Mr. and -Mrs. Aubrey Adams and home soon. Orr had for about good and there is a ready market.
A severe wind and tied storm
S 1-c Anderaon is a graduate of son. Mrs Sue Salmon and sons eight months been a prisoner of It is hoped that Kentucky farmAll of which is respectfully submitted for your
swept through this section last
Macilso_nville High School and were afternoon callers,
ers will make every effort to meet
of the German government.
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for
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Miss Maurene Steele spent the
Mrs. Monte° Waldrop. Mr. and the seed harvesting
builudings, crops, gardens and orduty -in the Navy was as follows: week-end with Miss Dot Linville,
The entire seed harvesting pracMrs. George Jones. Mrs. Ellen
chards.
a
trol. 1942. USCG
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USCG - Beach Pa
Mrs. May Grubbs is not feeling Charlton of Murray. Mrs. Cullie tice is . classified as an unlimited
Band. San Francisco. 1943-45.
so well.
Nesbitt of Alabama who. is visit psractice which means that payThe boys' pictures in last week's ing her mother and Mrs. Minnie Merit for it is not restricted - to - According to a report given by
PI(. FRED ROBERTSON
L. & T. makes Us realize more Smotherman and sister Mrs. Bes- farm practice allowances. Farm L. B. Tinsley, principal of the DougFIGHTS ON OEINA.WA
how piny of our CalToWay boys sie Thomas and Bobby of Murray operators who request and receive lass High School for colored chilphosphate fertilizer or agri- dren. $1.21-5".36 has been raised for
Aoaais the-Ainasican.-troopir tatt- ise_liaaa-lom in. this aireadLul-was. an - with-them attended.-services: iced.
limestone in* amounts Frie- fulict for The Mir- Memorial
Also Mr. cultural
A telegram from J C Lamb to here Sunday morning
ing part in the bitter campaign
equal to the practice allowances. Gymnasium for Douglass High
for Okinawa in the Reuky us is his parents, Mr and Mrs Edgar and Mrs. Eleis Wrattier and litany part of7 the small pay- School.
son of Lamb. says he hopes th. see 'them tle daughter were greeting friends *rid
• Pfe.• Fred • Robertson
Principal Tinsley stated that the
mYrn increase are corisideAW
and•Difrs J. B. Robertson. Mur- 'around the trIt. - Wn hope of Anse after the service. .
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the farm and would not be eligible Mildred Griffie is secretary, John
CornPa n S of the Arriphni an Trac- seven months.
visited' her father. Tom Nesbitt. and .
for the seed liaresting payment. Perry is treasurer. and L. B Tina
tor Battalion in the Easter Sunday
her grandmother Mrs., Otne Nesbit
The program will be adminis- Icy, L. P. Miller and L. M. Thomas
assaplt upon Japan's 'back door.
Thinning the heaviest peach crop and joined in a family reunion
tered by State and county officers. are adviaprs.
The expeditian made 'the first US.* in years as_said to be a problem of with her
brothers. James and
In the elementary department
of the Agricultural Adjustment
Milii'n Okinawa Soil Calloway peach growers.
Thomas Nesbitt, who were home
-war
-.me
The Agricultural Ap- Miss Elizabeth Jacobs for-the Jun-Agency.
ream111111111kommeallitiown011111ra
on furlough.
propriation Act for the coming fis- ior High k Schou! department, $50
Mr. and Mrs. Red Spann form- cal year " includes $12.500.000 to has been raised.
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erly of this vicinity but, later of stimulate red clover, alfalfa and
Mrs. R. M. Smith of the interChicago. were week-end visitors alsike seed production.
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mediate, raised M. Mrs. Fannie
"
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th A Ne9‘
of Mr. and Mrs. Lucian Gupton.
Willis ill the primary daparment
Q. D. WILSON
1tI
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Mrs. Holmes Ellis and son are
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The P.T.A. with Mrs. PeoLa Skinspending part of their vacation
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ner, president, raised $450. This
here with relatives. Mrs. Ellis
METHODIST CHURCH
makes a total of $752.69 raised by
taught in Florida.
IE
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Mrs. Harvey Ellis, went to 1,0111,in,not
Methodist
funds
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a
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The
Without faith it is impossible to
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%EMISSION PRICES
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MONDAY MATINEE
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on her wedding day
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loSPARS, and MARINES serving ing kits, hair' tonic, shampoo,
chewing
overseas prefer to receive from tions, cigarettes, candy,
gum, lipsticks, cosmetics, and other
home.
personal items that can be easily
that
shown
Such surveys have
Sunday School 10 a.m., Homer
cheaply obtained when they
and
First Sunday—Goshen 11 a.m.;
they
what
they positively know
Lassiter, superintendent.
needed.
are
- Lynn Grove 3 p.m.
the
don't want. Foremost among
Preaching service U a.m.
WASHINGTON, D. C., June 1 — Dent's are cakes, soft candies,
Second Sunday- -Martins Chapel
The limited space In a locker for
M. klampton, pastor of the
SecAffairs
B.T.U. 6:46 p.m.
Postal
the
-of
Officials
11 a.m.; New Hope 3 p.m.
Church,
Sinking Springs Baptist
and fancy toilet stowage's of clothes ahd- equipment
cigarettes,
cookies,
Preaching service 7:46 p.m.
tion of the Navy Department re- kits. Foods such as candies and does not permit many personal
Third Sunday—Lynn Grove 11 a.m.
has announced that a vacation
regardSpecial music by the Wirral
them
Goshen 3 p.m.
School would be held at the cently issued a statement
that may have been their items being kept so don't load
selec- cakes
Fourth Sunday--Sulpher Springs Quartet at the evening service.
were home are down with things they'll have to
beginning June 11 and con- ing the importance of proper
church
they
when
favorites
MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
A cordial welcome to all.
FIRST BAPlIl CHURCH
tion of gifts for overseas mailing a battered mass of crumbs or mol- discard. The wisest thing to do is
9:45 am.; New Hope 11:00 a.m.;
tinuing through June 15.
Sixth and Maple Streets
In answer to
- Braxton B. Sawyer, Pastor
Martins Chapel 3 p.m.
bus will be run on all high- to Navy personnel.
A
dy chocolate when they arrive at to ask them what they want.
Harold Watson, Minister
which frequently
Miss Pottle Small. Secretary
Fifth Sunday — Sulpher Springs UAFLCIAUMCK OF CAIRIST ways to transport the children to the- question
their overseas destination.
In the condutt of the war, there
e
littaster
Send"—th
Phone 75
L. ht. raw,
Shall I
11 aan.
and from the school and all are arises—"What
the Do is no recognition of the seasons of
of
lists
are
Following
'
exBible study at 9:45 a.m.
SerVice stated that
invited to come and en3eY the Navy Mail
the year and as far as mailing
communion at
Worship wan
Bible study each Lorcis day.
tensive surveys have shown that and Don't items to be remember- packages to Navy, Marine and
Dewey Ragsdale, S. S. Supt.
CIRCUIT
;study of God's Word, and the singKIRKSEY
Subjects:
above all ed in the selection of overseas
10:09.
Ronald Churchill, T. U. Director 10:50 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.
hours are 1; Navy personnel overseas
Coast Guard personnel, they may
ing of hymns,
Rev. U. P. Blankenship, Pastor
Preaching each third Lord's day
want legters—letters giving local gifts: Do Midi for Men—pictures, be mailed throughout the year. To
Mrs. Eugene Shipley, WMU Pres. "The Sure Foundation," and "The
4
to
pm.
p.m.
•••
morning at 11 o'clock and evening
Good Fight."
news and telling of things done canned luxury foods olives, nuts, assure a gift getting to its ad.
Services:
at 7:30 o'clock.
Prayer meeting Wednesday even- Warship
Morning
and things platined. Secondly, sardines, etc.), books, writing cases dressee, select wisely, wrap secureFirst Sunday, Kirksey, at 11:00
ing at 7A5.4se
You are cordially invited to atthey want objects with a personal, or portfolios, service watehes, pipes, ly, and address correctly.
Suuday School 930 a.m.
Ground, 3 • p.m.
Camp
Cole's
a.m.;
We cordially invite you to attend these services next Lord's
sentimental appeal such as photo- pens. engraved identification tags,
Morning Worship 10:45 am.
and Mt. Hebron at 8:15.
day.
tend all services.
graphs, snapshots. drawings made waterproof wallets, cigarette lightEvening
Sunday: Coldwater, at
CHAPEL
Second
Our series of gospel meetings beby their youngsters, and news- ers. Do Mail for Women—pictures, SINGING AT MARTIN'S
Training Union 845 pin.
and Mt. Carmel at 8:16
a.m.
11:00
ON. JUNE 10
AFTERNO
SUNDAY
enCHURCH
with
stOckbe
can
that
lingerie,
June
BAPTIST
in
Day
4th
gins
clippings
paper
HAZEL
Lord's
books, play clothes,
Evening Worship 8:00 pin.
p.m.
H. F. readmit, ,Pastor
ings, gloves. Do Mail The Gift
The Green Plain cemetery has closed in these letters.
Prayer Meeting. Wednesday, 8:00 M. Kurfees Pullias doing the
Martin's
Sunday: Mt. Hebron, at
at
Third
Regular service
in
preaching and Lewis Doran
They Tell You They Want. Don't
p.m.
recently undergone improvements.
Survey Shows Gifts To Send
June 10,
11:00 a.m. and Kirksey at 8:15 p.m
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. each
Overseas at Any Chapel Sunday morning,
to fiAnyone
d
charge of the song service. Begin
to
contribute
Mail
have
Friends
To
Send
Not
And
at
Carmel
Fourth Sunday: Mt.
Sunday. Sunday School Superinand then in the afternoon the
now to plan for this meeting.
nancial part of this work, and acAn extensive survey has been Time soft candy, cakes, cookies,
FIRST GliALS21AN CHURCH
11:00 am.; Cole's Camp Ground, tendent, Paul Dailey.
Murray Quartet ,will be present to
cigarettes.
kits,
following
the
toilet
fancy
and
report,
a
to
Marines,
sailors,
.cprding
of
what
taken
3 p.m.; and Coldweter at 8:15 pm.
Morning Worship at 11 a.m on
sing. We also invite all other
stations
shore
at
and
possships
work
On
this
formade
in
have
serving
persons
GROVE
Guardsmen
T
Coast
NORTH PLEASAN
Cole's Camp second and fourth Sundays each
Sunday;
Sunday Services:
Fifth
and music lovers to come.
ible by contributing to the total of ward areas want in their gift there are stores which are well singers
S. W. Johnson, Pastor
Church School--9:43 a.m. W. Z.
Ground at 11 a.m.
month.
A warm welcome awaits you.
soap,
as
such
items
with
••••
stocked
come
also
—.—
.1e44m8e.S. Xtekort,s have
Carter, superintendent
Evening Service at 7:45 on seeC. -A. itigm-Pastor
• In the one dollar class are: Mart in on the type of gifts WAVES. shaving dreams, shaving- Itits,- se*Sunday School, 10 am. and
Morning Worship — 10:56 a.m.
and and fourth Sundays.
CHURCH
-CREEK
SUGAR
HarCity
Mavis
at
a.m.
Shipley, Toy Phillips,
Special music wit be under the di- Morning Worship 11
Training Unions each Sunday at
Baron Either;lon, Pastor
mon, Murray Paint and Wallpaper
Kesler, Park.
rection of Prof. Merle
p.m. Layman White, director.
6:307:15 p.m.
Meeting,
Oteen White, Ina Nesbitt, Dr.
Cu..
Session
organJohnson,
with Mrs. Frances
W.M.U. meets on Wednesday
Preaching lin first and third SunP. A. Hart, Mrs. Mike Farmer,
Christian Endeavor, 7:45 p.m.
ist.
and 8:30 p.m.
following second and fourth Suna.m.
11
at
day
George Hart, Mrs. Ina Seaford,
Night Service,.8:15 p.m.
Youth Fellowship--8.30 p.m. A
Sunday school every Sunday at
Tump Lawrence, Bill .
Sunday. June 9, we will have
d- HAZEL CIRCUIT METHODIST Ann Woods,
program of Leadership training
superinten
Owen,
Robert
a.m.
10
.and
School .
Lawrence, La-mon White, Hugh
and study. Mrs. John W. Reaves, our annual Sunday
CHURCH
ent.
City
Robertson,. Sam
White, Ruth
Work, in Church Picnic at the Murray
of Student
Director
A. G. Childers, Pastor
Training Union every Sunday at
White. Erette Curd, Noel Curd
Park. Bring your basket and encharge.
7:30 p.m.
Anna Lou Steeley, Mrs. J.
joy Sunday School and Church
South Pleasant Grove
Prayer Meeting every Saturday
Thompson.
services in the out uf doors. Vis:
Hara.m.
10:30
at
School
FIRST blETUODIST CHURCH
Sunday
night at 7:30.
Those contributing $2.00 are:
itors are always welcome. In case
T. IL Mullins, Jr, Minister
old Broach, superintendent.
will
services
Bowman St. John, Dorothy Oliver,
of rain, the outdoor
a.m
11:30
at
Service
Worship
ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
Della Hill. Ocus Grogan arid wife.
be postponed until a later date.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
first and third Sundays.
L. T. Daniel. Pastor
Owens, Thelma Burton,
Genath
Worship
Hazel Church
10:50 a.m. Morning
CHURCH
ng $2.50 are Hazel Bank,
BAPTIST
contributi
L
MF.MORIA
Rev.
a.m.
6:30 p.m. Methodist Youth FelSunday School at 10:00
Sunday School, 10:00 a.m HarRay1. W. Roger,, Pastor
dent. Cletus Ward, Mr. and Mrs.
superinten
acting
Platt,
lowship
L.
A.
dent.
Funeral
din Morris, superinten
am. mund Rayburn. Gilbert
11:00
at
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
Seraice
Morning Worship, I-1:00
Murray:- Clayton
Sunday
at 8:00 P.m. Home, Bank of
p.m. Wednesday, Prayer
7:30
Training Union, 7:00 p.m., J J second Sunday and
Cole, 83.00 each; Murray Marble
9:30 a.m.--Sunday School
Sundays.
fourth
Meeting
and
sefond
mon by the Pastor Roberts, director.
Works, a marker and $3.50.
6:30 p.m. Sunday. College Vespers 10:46 ajn._Ser
Youth Fellowship at 7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship, 8:00 p.m.
Sunday Night
Those making $5.00 contributions
Chapel
Masons
Sunday school classes for all 7:00 p.m --Pastor's
Mid-week prayer service at 7:30
Wells Nix, Bar,
Elible Class
at 10:30 a.m. were: N. G. Wall,
School
Sunday
ages devutell to the study of the
p.m.--Wednesday.
ger tint Jeff Nix, Lucille }la'
up Meetings
p.m.—Gro
7.30
Sundays
children
your
fourth
and
SEND
'
not
third
first,
Do
Bible.
were last December —
W.M.U. meets each second and
June tire quotas are the same as they
Thompson. Dewey Gma.-8.00 p.m.--Sernton by the-Pastor
and at 2:00- p.m. second Sunday. Gels,
to Sunday sohool. BRING them.
.
Leland
Wednesday
fourth
Owens,
bin White, More
Tuesday
nor.mal times. Therefore,
—-- Craip, superintendent.
but summer driving demand; more tires in
R.A., G.A., and Y.W.A. meet Willie
Leeman Nix, Rexford Can240 n.m.—W.M.S at the Church
Worship Service at 11:30 am. Steely.
ALM° CIRCUIT
night.
Wednesday
White,
Jake Mayer, Darwin
less than is necessary.
Wednesday
fourth Sunday and 3:00 p.m. sec- non.
L. IL Putnam, Pastor
according to actual tire needs the quota is much
Churchill Funeral Hume, Fred Bar8:00 p.m.—Mid-Wk Prayer SerSunday.
ond
Worship Seratictial. •
CHURCH
is the time to practice
OAK GROVE BAPTIST
ber, Mrs. Kenneth Grogan, Mr.
vice and Bible Study
Motorists are facing a critical period. This
First Sunday--Temple Hill. Suns.
J. H. Thurman, Pastor
Clifford
White,
Officers
Bob
Mrs.
and
and
hers
p.m.--Teac
'HARDIN CIRCUIT
day School 10:00 o'clock each aunto keep driving.
- -- —
White, Hazel Lumber Company,
every means of tire conservation if you want
Meeting
Henry Smith, Pastor
day; church services 11,0e and InSunday School, 10:00 a.m. James
Eva Curd. Edward
White,
Galon
dependence 2:45.
Abe Thompsdh, John Tom
CDURCM H Foster, superintendent.
First Sunday —Palestine 11 a.m. Curd,
Second Sunday—Russells Chapel. klENT PlitEr.BITER1AN
Preaching by the pastor. Second
Taylor, Archie Lawrence, Ronald
orner 16th and Main Streets
a.m.
11
live
Stinday--O
Sunday School 2:30 p.m. each Sun.
Second
and Fourth Sundays at MOO a.m
Samuel C. McKee, Pastor
day. church services, 11.00 a.m.
Third Sunday—Hardin 11 am. Churchill.
and Fourth Sunday evening at
Mrs. John Hughes gave $1.50 and
Third Sunday—Brooks Chapel.
and
8 p.m.; Dexter-2:30 P.m.
8:00 p.m.
Will Hutchens, Daisy Vaughn, °the
School
Sunday
9:43
11
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Sunday;
each
10:15
nion
School
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Eunday
Fourth
Preaching and business meeting,
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11:00 a.m. Worship Service
thurch services 11 item
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Fellowship Satui day before Second Sunday
fifty cents. t,
gave
High
Junior
pm.
2:30
Temple
Sunciajt.L
Fourth
Everyone is invited.
Fellowship at 3:00 p.m..
Pat Thompson and Mrs. T. W.
Church services 11:00 a.m. Bethel 4:30 p.m. Senior' - High
always
are
friends
Yoe and your
Prayer
Clanton each gave $10.00. .
—Sunday School 11:00 each Sun- WEDNESDAY 8:00 p.m.
SINKING SPRING BAPTIST
v.a‘lt me Come and bring them.
Expenses included $11_75 paid to
Meeting
day, and church services 2:46 p.m.
CHURCH
s of military needs
0. H. Harrison for tile: 0120.00 ti
"The Rubber Bureau has received estimate
111 H.ilamiNses. puler
these estimates indicate some
h
Althoug
W. D. Whitnell for hauling gravel;
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against
war
our
for
production will Rot be Able
Dewey Grogan labor, $5000 and
reduced requirements for truck tires, tire
10:00 am. Sunday School. Sylvesfor posts.
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Vfendall
Armed Forces and essential
to meet the minimum requirements of our
ter Paschall, superintendent.
44.004 paint, $11.00.
1945.
during
11:00 a.m. Preaching Service
drivers
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8:00 p.m. B.T.U. L. D. Warren,
to take steps
"The Governors of the 48 States have been asked
director.
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VICTOR
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Service
Preaching
9:00 p.m.
to re-establ
50 miles an hour than 35
Evuryane CO[4411Y invited
Because tire wear is 50 per cent greater at
attend all services.
miles, reasonable driving speed saves tires.
MURRAY CIRCUIT
C. A. Riggs, Pastor
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T. G. Shelton, Pastor
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Tire Production
Can't Meet Needs
This is the Official Word . . .
Authentic -- From Washington!

IS

Col. F. Brenning
Waters Is Awarded
High French Honors

Why I Am A
Christian Only
Every man should he ready and willing to
"give a reason for the hope that in within him
He should have good reaaon for anything which
he Oractices in service and worship to God.
and we should remember that all such reasons
are valid in the sight of God 0111.Y in SO far as
they are based on His viord.
I vicar no name except the n.trne of Christ
Why do I and those affiliated with me not wear
other names in religion? Let me assure you
it is not just to he different: although God's
people are to he "a peculiar people." Neither
is it to exclude others from the name of Christ,
for we plead with all to %.k tat only the name
of the Master. There are certain very definite
reasons why ,A ill be known by no other name
than Christ's.
In Romans fill I read that I AM made dead
to sin and alive unto God' through Jesus
Ghrist our Lord." If Christehas made it possible for me to be freed frorn %in and has
given me the privilege of becoming a child
of God, should be not be Abe one whose name
I wear? Who else is dase this recognition?
John the Baptist did not pay that debt of can
for me. Ile did not make me a child of God
Paul is not my Saviour, nor is Peter.' Then
I will not wear their names.
If 1 were looking to some man to save me
I should feel it m) duty to wear his name,
but since "there Ls none other name under
heaven given among men whereby we must be
Read Acts
saved." I dare not wear another.
4:11, 121. If my trust alas in the name of
Paul. Peter. Silas. or John the Baptist I viould
wear the name of one of thew). but Matthew
elares: "In his name shall the Gentiles
de.
trust" 1Malt 12.21) As I go out to preach
"repentance and remission of sins" my preach-

ing must be In His name. for "[bus it is written. and thus it behooved Christ to suffer, and
to rise from the dead the third day: And that
repentance and remission of sins should he
preached in II1S NAME aniong all nations.
beginning at Jerusalem." (Lk. 24:46. 47i If
salvation, repentance, and remission of In
are In the name of Christ, should he not be
given all the praise?
The Church isTheist's "On this rock I will
build my( hurch" said the Christ. iMitt. 16:18)
Then, all who are members of 'this divine inqitution should wear the name of the one to
whom the church belongs. (Also read Rom.
the
16:I6) Furthermore, Christ purchased
therefore
bred
"lake
blood.
his
with
church
unto yourselves and to all the flock over
o hi, IV the Holy Ghost hath made you overseers.
to feed the ('hore), of God which he Purchased with his own blood." (Acts 2ft:281 If
John the Maptint. Martin Luther. Alexander
Campbell or some other man had purchased
the Church then I would feel that I had a
right to wear some human name. but since
Christ is (be purchaser and owner of the
church 1 should be afraid to vicar other namea
All Chrintians are part of She Mod'. of Cbrnit,
not a part of some other body. "For as the
body is one, and hath many members, and all
the members of that one body, being man).
are one body; so also is Christ. For by one
Spirit are we all baptised into one betty.
whether we be if W$ or Gentiles, whether we
he bond or free: apd have been all made to
drink into one Spirit." 11 Cor, 1212. 13: also
-read next few series). I am not a member of
any other spiritual body except the body of
Christ. I am not and dare not be a member
of any Chur0 except His: therefore I wear
His name. and Ills name alone

MEETINGS AT
YOU ARE INVITED TO ATTEND THE SERIES OF GOSPEL
SUNDAY IN
THE MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST BEGINNING FOURTH
a
THIS MONTH

Welcome To The Chuches Of Christ
Watch This Space Each Week For Gospel Lessons

For his ,part in the -Liberation
of France," when his anti-aircraft
command provided air coverage
fer the Seventh Corps of the First
Army, Col. Fred B. Waters of 725
Roseeranes Boulevard. San Diego.
CaliL. has been awarded the French
Legion of Honor, with Palm, and
SALEM 411.7TI8T CHURCH
the Croix de Guerre. The cereL. V. Henson. Pastor
mony took place at Army HeadPreaching twice each month, on quarters and the medals were pin..
first and third Sundays, at 11:00 tied on him by a French general
a.m.
at which time he. Waters, was kissSunday School every Sunday at ed upon each cheek.
10.00 a.m. L. D. Miller, superinCol, Waters has ban overseas
tendent.
more than a year and a half, during which time he fought with the
First Army all the way across
France and to the end in Germany
His Wife and daughter Mrs. R.
L. Stut, reside at the San Diego
For hours after every meal, a, address. A son Robert at presMurray lady used to spit up a- ent at California Tech, will enter
strong acidulous liquid mixed with the navy in June.
pieces of half digested food. She
Another son, Maj. Fred B. W •
awful. At times she era, Jr. a West Point gradi.
says iLait
av
would nearly strangle. She had with the Third Army, has also o.stomach bloat, daily headaches and
several citations. including
constant' irregular bowel action. ceived
gallantry if
Today. this lady eats her meals and the Bron-ze Medal for
And she -says the aminn
enicees them.
change is dde to taking ERB-HELP. -Col. Waters known here as Been)
Her food alireeS with her. No gas, ning, is the son of the late ft,
bloat or spitting up after eating. 41. R and Francis Lassiter W. •
now,
of
headaches
She is also kfree
and was born and reared in 7:
and bowels are regular, thanks to
rpy .where he received his
this Remarkable New „Compound.
a gradu..•.
ERR-HELP contains :2 Great education. He is also
Herbs; they cleanse bowels, clear At the University of Kentucky. .
He has been in the army for 3([
gas from Stomach, act on sluggish
liver and kidneys. Miserable peo- years and will retire at the (lost
ple soon !eel different all over. So althe w„,
ion't go on suffering. . Get ERRHe is a brother of Mrs. Roy
HELP: Sold by all Drug Stores
of Olive street.
Farmer
here in Muzga..Y.

St. Loo's Catholle chart*
North Twelfth Street
Service's are held each Sunday
as follows:
First, third, and fifth Sand y$
st 10 o'clock; second and fourth
o'clock.
Sundays nt

A Murray Lady Spit
Up Acid Liquids For
Hours After Eating

CECIL HOLLAND
announces

for

today.
capacity
"Recapping facilities are not being used to
it be possible to keep
Only by recapping tires at the right time, will
proper inflation at all times
vehicles on the road. Tire repairs and
community car-sharing are
and
ing
car-pool
are important. Industry
longer.
of great assistance in making tires last
Tire Dealers have
"The National Association of Independent
members to help in getting
offered the services of their thousands of
We welcome this assistance."
more mileage from Ores now in use.

JOHN L.

Only Essential Drivers Get New Tires!
to get new tires. CerOnly the most essential drivers can hope
year. Not all "B"
this
tires
tainly "A" Book holders cannot get new
tires. The optimism due to
get
to
able
be
will
holders
and "C" card
in Europe was far greater
increased quotas and the end of the war
ESSENTIAL. Tires
STILL
IS
than conditions justify. TIRE CARE
is your responsibility to
It
year.
this
time
any
at
plentiful
will not be
g every precaution. Above
get every mile out of your tires by exercisin
— the one who knows
an
rervieern
all, heed the advice of your tire
it.
solv(
to
how
and
ycur problem

Drive
SUMMER HEAT IS RUINOUS TO TIRES
Keep Tires Properly
within the 35 m.p.h. Speed Limit
Have Your
Make all Repairs Promptly
Inflated
RECAP IN TIME! Bring
Tires Inspected Regularly
PosYour Tire Problems to Us and We Will Make Every
sible Effort to Keep You Rolling. Tire Care Is Needed
ncy.
More Now Than At Any Time Since the Emerge
IT'S UP TO YOU!

J. 0. Chambers

MAGISTRATE MURRAY DISTRICT
TO THE VOTERS OF MURRAY MAGISTERIAL
DISTRICT:
Four years ago-`you elected me to serve you as Magenistrate of the Murray Magisterial District. I have
manner
the
in
district
our
serve
to
deavored at all times
I pledged you when I asked you to' elect me. If you feel
that my record merits an ('ndorsement. I shall greatly appreciate your influence, solutprt and vote in the coming
August Primary : `pnd ,pledge you again that I shall continue to serve you to the best of my ability.

COLLYER

Special Director of the Rubber Program

RECAPPING ANi) TIRE SERVICE •

Hale Service Station
East Highway

CECU.HOLLAND
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He can't as
• •• He's in American hero. After fighting bloody battles

on Iwo, just alter he had led his assault team to the edge

in the Pacific, he was home on leave two years ago.

of an airfield we needed desperately.

••••-•

• • • You may remember seeing his picture. His name is
John Ilkisilone, Marine Gunnery Sergeant. Ile traveled all

*

*

*

Select your individual quota in the 7th
War Loan according to your incomv
then meet it!

over America. urging every American to buy more bonds.
• • • He said: -You don't know—you can't know—how
much it means to the boys out there when they hear the
folks back home have just put another War Bond Drive
over the top."
• •• They gave him the Congressional Medal of Honor

- -• a • We can't let him and all our other fighting heroes

and offered him a commission. He didn't want it -I'm a

down. IiernembeA last year we had two War loan Drives

plain soldier," he said. -I want to stay one.'

la% this time, The Seventh is our personal carliO

• ••

*
HERE'S WHAT UNCLE SAM
WANTS YOU TO DO:

drives in one. That's why our quota is large.:

eIl, he stayed a plain marine—like Joe and Bill and

the fellows down the street. He can't ask you to buy bigger

• •• We must meet it—we will meet h—foe* hero-if

bonds during.the Seventh. He was killed a few weeks ago

Iwo—for Victory—for pride in America:

SOY DIGGER BONDS,

It your Average Income )our War Boma Quota
in The 7th is:
Per Month is:
(Cnsh Value)
$250 & up
$18750
225-250
150.00
210-225
131.25
200-210
112.50
180-200
93.75
140-180
75.00
100-140
37.50
Under $100
18.75

Let your dollars join the fight in the
MIGHTY SEVENTH WAR LOAN!

IN THE

MIGHTY SEVENTH

6

This space is a contribution to America's all-out war effort by the following reputable and progressiv
e Murray businesses:
Adams & Kennedy Service Station
Berry Insurance Agency
A. B. Beak & Son
Boatwright & Company
Bank of Murray
Blue Bird Cafe
Boone lLaundry and Cleaners
H. B. Bailey
Collegiate Inn

1.4
. Corn-Austin Company
zi Crass Furniture Company
rlICI Calloway County Lumber Company
ita.• J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
Jake Dunn's Seellice Station
Doran's Loose Leaf Floor
Dale & Stubblefield Drug Store
Economy Grocery a.
A. P. Farmer & Company

f

5

Farmer & Gibbs Dress Shop
C. J. Farmer Motor Co., Sales-Service
Prazee, Melugin & Holton Ins. Agc'y.
Gladys Scott's Dress Shop
Growers Loose Leaf Floor JACK FARMER, Mgr.
Hendon's Texaco Station
Johnson Appliance Company
Love's Studio
Littleton's

Murray Consumers Coal and Ice Co.
Murray Lumber Company
Murray Paint & Wallpaper Company
Murray Fashion Shoppe
Murray Hatchery
National Hotel
National Stores
Parker Seed Store
Peoples Savings Bank

Parker's Garage
Rudy's Restaurant
Shroat Brothers Meat Market
Stokes-Billington Motor Company
Superior Laundry and Cleaners
J. T. Taylor Seed and Implement Co.
Varsity Theater
Westerq Kentucky Stages
•
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